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HJ8TORICAL80CITEY

SNOW with cloudy
skies and cooler temperatures is the prediction for tomorrow.
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HANG the ejtu on the
man who can tell you
the straight dope on
the wax. He's a liar.
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ENGLAND DECLARES PROTECTORATE OVER EGYPT;

FIVE PER CENT

ARID

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMIS

LUES DRIVE TEUTONS FROM TRENCHES
VICTORY FAVORS
GERMANS

IN

The German Statement
Dec. 18 (via London.)
The
fiermnn war r.fftrA thla iiftpvnnnn
out an official statement as follows:
"The fighting in Nieuport continued
favorable but no decision has been
reached. The French attacks between
La Bassee and Arras on both sides of
the River Scmme have resulted In
failure with severe losses to the en
emy, on the Somme the French lost
1,200 men in prisoners and at least
1,800 in dead; our own losses, were
under 200.
"In the Argonne forest our success'
ful attack resulted in the capture of
7,500 prisoners In addition to war materials. There have been no important deevlopments elsewhere on the
front.
"On the frontier of west and east
Prussia the situation is unchanged.
"In Polan, we continue to pursue
the retreating enemy."
Berlin,

EAST
THEIR CENTER IS REPORTED

TO

BE ADVANCING IN WARSAW NEIGHBORHOOD

CUT

OFF

COMMUNICATIONS

RUSSIAN FORCES, EMBARRASSED,
ARE FORCED TO FALL
BACK RArlDLY

ALLIES ADVANCh IN FLANDERS
THE TEUTONS ARE DRIVEN FROM
TRENCHES
NEAR THE YSER
BLOOD-BOUGH-

London, Dec. 12. Again Germans
and Austrians seem to be on the crest
of the battle in the east.. Again Berlin Is gay with flags and again Petro-gra- d
declines to concede victory to
the invaders. Berlin and Vienna contend, however that the Russians are
falling back along .the entire front
from the Baltic to the Carpathians,
with the invading center less than 30
mile's" 'from Warsaw,
In the western arena there have
been no events of great importance,
at least none has been reported. Foot
by foot the allies appear to be forcing
the Germans out of their trenches in
Flanders and maintaining the pressure elsewhere on the front from the
sea to Switzerland.
The British press today naturally
makes a feature of the annexation of
Egypt and the Sudan, which takes
from the Sultan of Turkey 4,000,003
subjects and 1,300,000 square miles of
land. This action, moreover, robs the
Turk of his last foothold in Africa,
the allies having taken Tripoli a few
years ago.

I

The

French Statement

Boiled Down News
EXTENT OF LOSS
of War Situation
TO BRITISH

The German armies which Invaded
France and Belgium are said by the
allies to be yielding slowly but steadily. Today's French official statement,
like its recent predecessors, reports
victories here and there along the battle line.
It is state that the allies have made
a further advance In
Belgium, although the report that they captured
Westende, near Nieuport, on the Belgian coast, was not confirmed. Several German trenches have been taken,
it is asserted, although the admission
is made that the Germans blew up a
French trench In the Argonne.
The German war office denies that
further ground has been won by the
allies. It states that French attacks
have been repulsed and that In the
Argonne 7,500 prisoners were captur-

CASUALTIES

ARE REPORTED

ENGLISH
NAVY ADMITS DEATH
AND INJURY OF SEVERAL

SAILORS

;

COAST

TOWNS

EXPECTANT

ANOTHER
ATTACK
FROM THE
KAISER'S VESSELS ft LOOK-- adds little
EV FOR SOON :"

ed.

-

Zel-tun-

-

against Germany.
"It can be stated1 that the pretended
official German secret report concern
ing the increase In the German army
which the French war minister is said
to have received In March, 19ft, is
only a clumsy Invention."

WIFE REFUSES TO
CLAIM HIS BODY

Bombardment by a British squadron
of Turkish fortifications In the Gulf
of Saros, north of the Dardanelles, is
raid at Athens to have routed the
Turks and Inflicted heavy damage.
6sert that
Dispatches from Nrsh
enormous losses were inflicted on the
Austrians in their recent defeat by the
Servians. It is said that "innumer
able" bodies lie unburied along the
line of retreat of the Austrlaris.
The German squadron which attack
ed the eastern coast of England,
causing the death of about 100 per
sons, Is said in Berlin to have sunk
two British destroyers and damaged
badly a third. The British admiralty
states that two warships were struck
men
by German shells arid that five
were killed and 15 wounded, but makes
no mention of loss of any vessels,
Both Berlin and Vienna assert that
a decisive defeat has been Inflicted on
the Russians and n that they are re
treating along the whole line, their
resistance broken. These statements
are not borne out, however, by the
Russian military authorities, who say
that one of the German columns
on Warsaw has been routed
and that there have been no significant changes.
ImEmperor William" Is said to have
per-mto
proved In health sufficiently
of "his return to the front next

,

e

2

it

week. '
The, British South African forces
soon are to undertake a campaign
against the neighboring German possessions. Premier Botha considers
that the rebellion In the Union of
South Africa has been crushed
defl-nitel-

KICK ON CENSORSHIP

Paris, Dec.

18.

An energetic

pro-

test against the press censorship was

made at a, meeting today of deputies'
and senators who are journalists. The
meeting drafted a formal statement
of objections to the censorship, which
ia to be handed to the minister of
justice, Aristide Briand, as president
of the council of state.
was
A committee of journalists
,
Clemen-ceauS.
headed
by George
formed,
Associated
former premier.
with him are Stephen Pinchcn, former
minister of foreign affairs; Jean
and Admiral Eienaime.
Du-pu- y

II NE

Turks are Stampeded
Paris, Dec. 18. The Havas Hgency
has given out a dispatch from its correspondent at Athens, who quotes a
message) from the Island of Tendedoz,
to the effect that the recent bombardment by a British fleet in the Gulf
of Saros, Immediately north of the
Dardanelles, competely destroyed the
Turkish barracks on shore and seriously damaged the fortification. The
Turks, panic stricken, fled to the interior.

!

SOME

MEXICANS
AT NACO
PAY NO ATTENTION
TO
WARNINGS

RICH ARlT"COLLI NAN RELATES
PERIENCES AT THE HANDS
'
OF WORKERS

SAYS HE WILL PERSUADt BELLIGERENTS TO MOVE THEIR

BATTLEFIELD

Emden's Crew Caught
Dec. 17. Certain British
warships have captured "those members of the crew of the German cruiser TSmdenl, who escaped at Cocos Islands when the cruiser was destroys
November 10 by the Australian cruiser
Sydney. The German sailors went to
sea in a Cocos Island "schoorler named
Tokio,

Aysha.

Forty men f the German cruiser
Emden were ashore on Cocos island
when their vessel was overtaken and
sunk bu the Sydney. Under the com
mand of Lieutenant Muecke they com
mandeered a Cocos island schooner,
loaded it with provisions and sailed
away. A dispatch from Manila Decern-ba- r
16 said these- men later captured
a collier, on "which they mounted two
maxim guns, evidently brought with
them from the Emden, and began raiding commerce in the Pacific.
This report came through officers of
the BritiBh steamer Malacca, which
arrived at Jolo. It had not, however,
been confirmed from any official quarter. Where they captured this coiner
has not been divulged. The Malacca,
fearing that she would be overhauled
by this collier, made her way into
Jolo without showing lights. This
would indicate that the collier had
been operating in the Pacific not far
from the Philippine islands.
-

Is Confirmed

Paris, Dec. 18. The ministry of marine announced today that the British
auxiliary cruiser Empress of Japan
had captured the collier Exford having oa board three officers and 40
men from the German cruiser Emden,
sunk on November 10 by the Australian cruiser Sydney. These ere the 40
men who escaped to Cocos Island airi

THINGS

THE

WAR

TESTIFIES TWO

MAN

AMERICANS

ARRESTED

TELLS OF ALLEGED SHIPMENTS CITIZENS OF DOUGLAS, ARIZ., ARE
OF ARMS INTO COLORADO
TOGETHER
WITH
HELD,
THEIR AUTOMOBILES
COAL CAMPS
Canon, City, Colo., Dec. 18. Four
hundred armed strikers marched In
(he direction of the Chandler mine
of the
Fuel company
on April 5, 1914, according to the testimony of! William J. Davis of Fremont, a witness' today in the trial of
seven striking miners charged with
the murder of William King. The
first firing upon the Chandler camp
was on April 25, and the next day the
camip was captured and King was
killed.
Dudley W. Mayo of Denver, superintendent of an express company, testified regarding alledged shipments
of arms and ammunition to the Flor- once Union of the United Mine Work
ers of America, 'the locuS vvhlch is ac
cused of having voted - to .attack
'
Chandler.
Frank W. Abbott, superintendent of
the Colorado Supply company's store
at Coal Creek, told of a gathering of
armed strikers therein April 25.
Richard Collinan pf Canon City tes
tified that he was taken prisoner by
the strikers who .attacked Chandler.

Washington, Deo. 18. George C.
Carothers, special agent of the state
department with General Vll'
ha 3
teen sent to Naco to join his efforts
with those of Brigadier General Scott,
who arrives there tomorrow, to Btop
firing from the contending Mexican
factions into American territory.
Secretary Bryan has
secured,
through the government of General
Gutierrez, assurances that GoSr
Iturbide will have a fair trial.
A dispatch to the Carranza agency
here reports the defeat of Villa forces
south of Tamplco.
Consular Agent Canova at Mexico
City reports the departure of 15,000
Gutierrez troops for the west coast
ar.d the- oeetipttiotf of rahla V" Za
pata troops. '
Gutierrez has ordered ail' generals
to be represented at the forthcoming
congress of chiefs to select a presi
dent.

n

subsequently sailed away in a
mandeered schooner.

' Will Ask Them to Move
Chicago, Dec. 18. 'Major General
Hugh L. Scott, chief of staff. United

States army. Is making his hurried
trip to Naco to "ask the gentlemen in
Mexico to move their war a little farther sSuth, so it will not annoy the

com-

Americans

Union Jack Hoisted
Cairo, Egypt, Deo. (via London.
British protectorate was formally pro-

)A

claimed throughout Egypt today. In
all garrison towns a salute of 101 guns
wasfired and' the union jack was
-

Details of Seal Fight
Buenos Ayres, Dec. 18. The commandant of the. Argentine cruiser San
Martin, which has just come into port,
relates that in the Golfo Nuevo he
met the British cruiser Carnarvon and
exchanged visits with her commanding officer. The engagement December 8, which resulted disastrously to
the German squadron, was discussed.
The commander of the San Martin
was informed that the English squadron had four men killed and 56 wounded. None fit the wounded has been
landed; they are all being cared for
on board. The German cruisers opened fire at a distance of 13,000 yards;
The British vessels held their fire un-til they were within 8,000 yarda of
the enemy.

them"

"

Thus the head of the United"" SVles
army explained his mission to the
Mexican border as he waited here last
night for a train to carry him to' the
southwest. General Scott said that
he would visit the rival commanders
directing the fighting at Naco, Sonera, and attempt to prevent trouble
there from developing to any Internaiiu v
tional difficulty.
'T,

won

K-

ance with the Mexican commanders
.might make it possible for me, In an
lndividual way, .to see If their troubles
might not be brought to a conclusion
without Injury to residents of the
United States," General Scott said.

i

Puebla

Is Lost

(via El Paso.)
Details of the loss of the city of
Puebla were received here today. It
was said that after evacuating the
place the Carranza forces made a
stand to the north, where they were
def eated losin? many men
The Carranza troops retreated In
disorder toward the Interoceanic railroad with the evident intention of
making their way toward Vera Cruz.
The retreating forces burned freight
and passenger trains. The oil tanks In
.the vicinity were emptied and et on
fire. Generals Zapata, Argumedo and
Almazon were in command of- - the
Villa troops. They place their losses
at 50 killed and wounded.
Governor Maytorena, besieging General Benjamin Hill's Carranza troops
at Naco, Sonora, said today that he
had not yet received tho reported second order from Provisional President
him to cease
Gutierrezi, instrcting
operations. He conveyed this Information to the United States army
through C. Ramirez, his personal rep
resentative.
. Naco, Mexico, Dec. 18

f

ELIMINATED

IS

THE

REASOM

IT IS RECOGNIZED AS A DISTURBING FACTOR
IN INDUS.
TRIAL CIRCLES
- 18.
The Intereoramissipp today
gran-tethe application of the eastern
railroads for a 5 per cent advance in
freight rates, exceptrng. On certain
specified commodities. Commission.
ers Harlan and Clements dissented.
Ihe carriers are permitted to make
the applied-fo- r
advances m rates except the
and
traffic; rates on
bituminous coal and coke; rates on
anthracite coal and iron ore, and ratea
on commodities are held by unexpired
orders for the commission.
After further consideration the com.
mission permits advances to be made
also on cement, starch, tile, brick, clay?
and plaster. On these commodities
no advances were permitted by the
decision of August 15.
Joint rates between official classifi- cation territory and territory of tho
FOlomac and Ohio and east of
may be increased not
exceed 5 per cent.
....,.....

Washington,

EXPRESS

EASTERN

HEAVIER
INCLUDING
ARTICLES,
BULK OF TRAFFIC, KEEP
OLD RATES

BATTLING

GENERAL SCOTT ON THE WAY

EX-

GRANTS

LINES' REQUEST.

MAN WAS TAKEN A PRISONER

hoistec).

Capture

SION

EVER

EVIDENCE
IN
MURDER
TRIAL
SHOWS VIOLENT SPIRIT AT
CHANDLER

Victor-America-

18.-A-

munication as follows:
"The day of December 17 was markCincinnati, O., Dec. 10. The police
ed as we said yesterday, by aa adare searching- for the $13,100
today
vance on our part in Belgium, where obtained
by Frank G. Hohl, aiftomo-bil- e
undertaken by
every counter-attacbandit, from the two banks he
the enemy failed.
held up and robbed yesterday before
"In the region of Arras, a vigorous he "was
mortally shot in a pistol fight
made us masters of several
with three police of fleers. Patrolman
trenches. These are located at Auchy, Edward
Knaul, shot oy Hohl, was opLa Bassee, St. Laurent and Blangy. At
on today and the physicians
erated
this last mentioned place we occupied, held out little
hope for his recovery.
on a front more one than kilometer
Hohl's body lies unclaimed at the
long, almost all of the first line of city hospital. His wife, Mrs. Bertha
trenches of the enemy.
Hohl,' who was arrested last night,
Val on
"In the region of Tracy-ldeclared she would not claim the body.
heaour
the Aisne, and in CTiampagne
She denied knowing pytHing about
vy artillery won distinct advances.
the robberies, saying, she was even
"In the Argonne, the' Germans blew
ignorant of the fact that Hohjt had
np one of our trenches to the north of been in the city. M. Hohl said her
Four de Paris and endeavored to move husband left her more than a
year ago
out from their position with three bat- because she refused to take an active
talions of troops. This infantry at- part In his career of crime.
tack, as well as. the one they undertook at St. Hubert, was repulsed.
STOCK MARKET RECOVERS
East of the Meuse and in the Vosges
New York, Dec. l!r, The deeiuion
there is nothing to report."
of the interstate commerce commission came unexpectedly to Wall
Blankets for Soldiers
street, which. had not expected defiThe French troops at the front have nite word until next week. It ,came
been supplied by the war office for at a time when the stock market was
the coming winter campaign with actually weak, and helped materially
large quantities of woolen blankets, to bring about a general recovery.
bands to wrap
Prices rose from
to 3 pomts
sweaters, woolen
around their bodies, and woolen caps above the low leve of the season.
which protect the ears, the neck and Reading, on,e of the roods most vitally concerned, regained 2 4 points,
the throat
Other eastern roads
These winter garments are in addi- and B. & O. 1
tion to the considerable quantities: al- scored lesser gains. The rally was not
ready knit for the soldiers by women fully maintained, .prices yielding from
of France and distributed to them. fractions to a full point after the short
interests ha.d covered. The list goon
The government is accumulating
Piipilies of this woolen clothing settled down to further dullness.
o

T'

TH REE
DESTROYERS
WEISUNK
BY GERMANS'
,

THE SAME AS

:

The German statement
to its announcement of yesterday that
Amsterdam
London, Dec.
Benin, Dec. 18 (via Amsterdam and a great victory had been gained over
London), The official press bureau the Russians. It is said merely that dispatch to Reuter's Ttlegraph comthe retreating Russians are being pur- pany contains an official- statement
today gave out the following:
sued,
"The Nord Deutsche Allgemeine
claiming that some of the British de- crew
the
of
The
last
ventuiesome
yel-leon
French
troyers which attacked the German
the
commenting
book, copies of which have just which yesterday sailed on the. Ger- raiding squadron off thejBriliKh coast
been received, gays, that it consists of man cruiser Emden have been cap- were sunk. "The 'communication:
documents obviously selected and pre tured by British- warships. About "40 "''The retreating ;ntjB5.:'Vrre at
or Cocoa tacked
by four British destroyers, one
pared to prove that Russia did not of the Germans who escaped
was
Emden
when
the
was sunk. Another disapdestroywhich
of
island,
to
the
re
war,
provoke
place the
on Germany, to create ed by the Australian cruiser Sydney, peared badly damaged. - At another
sponsibility;
were re- point another Enngllsh destroyed was
dissension between
Germany and set sail in a schooner. They
with sunk."
a
have
seized
collier
to
to
ported
and
turn
neutral
Austria,
nations,
especially Holland and Denmark, the intention of resuming sea raiding.

BANDIT HUS
MRS. HOHL LETS
BY :
BAND BE APPROPRIATED
THE DISSERCTORS

'

REPORTS HAVE IT

.

-

Paris, Dec. 18. The French war office this afternoon gave out a com-

iiOl

RAI SE

FLYING

STRIKERS BULLETS

MARCHED ON A

A considerable quantity of this cold
weather equipment wag obtained from
the United States and a number of
orders still remain to be filled.

GET

Dec.-

state commerce

lake-and-ra-

e

j

v.l&twiiiala-- '

rate

n

mm Nf

England also may be increased mw.
to exceed S per cent
While present existing differentials
among various Atlantic ports are preserved, the rates between any two of
them may also be increased 5 per
cent.
Increases in freight rates approximating 5 per cent ott all the raijroada
between the Atlantic seaboard and
the Mississippi, north of the Potomac
and Ohio rivers, were granted today
by the interstate commerce commission, in a, divided opinion, excepting
lipon certain heavy commodities.
which comprise a large bulk of the
'
V
traffic.
..p;.,.:
The increases will further apply to
the railroads west of Buffalo and
Pittsburgh, which were granted partial advances in the decision of nst
August, which denied them altogether
to the roads east of those points.
It is estimated that advanced rates
will increase the annual income of the
roads about $30,000,000. The commission made its decision upon the showing of the railroads ttuti in addition
to conditions from which they asked
relief, they now are confronted with
an emergency because of the war m
Europe.
With, Com mission ers Harlan and
Clements dissenting, the majority of
1Jbj commission declared:

war may prove to bo, we must recognize the fact that it exists; the fact
that it Is a calamity without precedent, and the fact taat by it the com-

-'

merce of tho world baa been "disar- ranged and throwa Into confusion.
The means of transportation are fun
damental and indispensable agencies
TODAY IN CONGRESS
in our Industrial life, and for the common, weal should be kept abreast of
public requirements."
Summarizing the basis of
18.
Met
the majority report of the commision
Dec.
Senate:
Washington,
'
sion said:
at noon.
Philoccur
"Tha
facta
disclosed
oa
the
and
were
resumed
Hearings
rences originating subsequent to May
ippine bill.
29, 1914, as presented at the further
The agricultural committee began
an Inquiry into the recent epidemic
hearing, may be summarized under
?
,
three heads:
of foot and mouth disease 'among cat"First. Completed returns for tho
tle.
fiscal year ending June 30, 1914, and
Senator Sheppard spoke on hiB conreturns for succeeding months;
stitutional prohibition nmenoTftent. '
House: Met at noon,
"Second. The war in Europe; ami
"Third. Results of the original orJanuary 21 was selected aa the day
for eulogies for the late Representa
der.
tive Bremner of New Jersey.
"When these cases were oriRinnlly
Representative Gardner testified be
submitted, as also wsien the original
Troop Trains Moving
fore the naval committee urging inEl Paso, Texas, Dee. IS. The nina report was prepared, the revenue an:l
crease of sea defenses.
trains of troops from Texas City and expenditure, account for J'.me, V.tU,
Hearings were continued on the
Mil to limit oc.ld storage of food.
(Continued osi Pns Fi'e)
('nnt'.nvi'd rn Piiir Pi :rhV
-
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WOULDN'T BELIEVE THEM

GIVE YOUR BOY A MYSTO
ERECTOR
Hundreds of models can be

made with these sets
models that will run. See
model in our show window.
Priced $1.00 to $10.00.

habit-formin-

on sale our full line o House Slippers
Starting promptly at 7:30 Saturday Evening, we will place
tur or ribbon trimmed) felt slippers
women
for
man
felt
(either
for
slippers
felt and leather slippers
here
for children. Practically all colors In all sizes are Included In this sale, but we advise your being
Rewant.
of
what
much
chance
you
a
will
better
have
getting
just
starts
you
at the time the sale
member 7; 30 to 10 p. m. only all House Slippers at

12 Price
Practical Gifts for the whole family at
o Discount
33 U3 to 50

$125
$",3

$15

112.50

.

17.50
$4-2-

J62.50

Fur Coats

Women's Suite
"women's Suits

$30 Coatsi
$20 Coats

$17.50

$12.50
$15
$10

.

$10 Coats

-

Silk Petticoats
$5 Silk Petticoats
$6 Silk Waista
$4.50 Silk Waists
$3 Silk Waists
$20 Evening Dresses
$10 Evening Dresses
$15 Silk Underwear
$5 Silk Undertretir
$2 Kid Gloves
$1 Kid Gloves
$1 Brassieres
75c Brassieres
$3 Kimonos
$1.50 Kimonos
$7.50 Bath Robes
$4 Robe Blankets .
$3 Robe Blankets
$1.50 silk Hosiery
$1 Silk
50c Sttk Hosiery
$3

--

$1.50
$10
$5

--

.

$10
$3.33
$1.33

...

67c
67c
50a

-

.

$2 Silks
$1:50 Silks

$5
$2.C7
$2
$1

....

$U3
$1

67c
Silks
$5.67
Leather Bags
Leather Bags
$3.33
Leather Bags
$2
Leather Bags
$1.33
67c
$1 Leather Bags
24o
35c Neckplns .
65c La Vallieres
44o
84c
$1.25 La Vallieres
1
24c
35c Beads
$1
$1.50 Vanity Boxes
$2.50 Vanity Boxes
$1.67
84c
$1.25 Girdles
50o
75o Gift Neckties
-- 1340
50c Gift Neckties,
17c
25c Gift Neckties
$11.50 Suit Cases
..$7.67
$5
$7.50 Suit Cases .
$9 Suit Cases
$6
$10 Sweater Coats
$3.67
$5.50 Smoking Jackets
$9
$13.50 Smoking Jackets
...
$5
$7.50 Rain Coats
... $5.33
$8 Mackinaws
$S
$12 Mackinaws . '.-$20 Suits , ,$13.33
1$10"
$15 Suits
'.
.
$13.33
$20 Overcoats $10
$15 Overcoats .

$1.67
67c
34o
17c
7c
$1
$4
$2

$1.34
S4c
$6.67
$o

$3.33
$2.
$1-3-

67c

W'

OF THE

v8

'..$1.84
84c
-

S4o

50c

Let this be a Christmas of Practical Giving
table full of dolls of all kinds clown dolls, baby dolls, characalii kinks, kid body dolls in fact a doll for every taste, reduced now to a price within reach of all. Some sold as high as $3.50'
others down to. 50c, Each day wo have added to this lot, until now well
we are added out, so we ask you to make your- - selections as early as possible, s the assortment will get smaller each day. Take your choice of
.
the Jot, now for
,
A big

ter dolls of

whiskey.
They ougnt to be sent to
tile Almshouse, but they do not want
to go there, as it would be the end of
their career the finish. They, beg to
be sent to the Workhcuse, and, once
there, they simply look forward to a
drink of whiskey, when they go out.
"I have tried to give them an airing,
and I snatched away from the Warden
part of hisgarden, built a fence around
it and the old "bums" sit thre.- One
GROUP OF OFFENDERS IN NEW o? therai said the other day, "Isn't this
nice? This Is a park that the police
YORK WORK HOUSE THINK
cannot drive us out or."
THEY OWN IT
"You see, the 'bums' can't do much
of the 600
but
sit around. The
18.
Dec.
New York,
In tolling the

OLD WOMEN

ARE BEYOND
REFORM

.

o

e

Beyond Reform, She Says
"These women w.u never reform
unless by a miracle. Humanly apeak-1ns- .
it is net posslbWe for them to go
tmt and take care of themselves. Most
of them have lost all their family and
Their friends. 1'he only idea
they hav
when they get out is to
beg or steal
or do anything to get a square
meal,
ml, met of an. to get a drink of

Mil

I I

MANY WOULD

s

.

I

THESE GIRLS

2

a bottle.

W

HAD MRS. D0DDKINS WORRIED

N

o

fxM

f

jr

"About boya."

"What do you mean?"
"Well, between ten and eleven
o'clock this morning our Herbert
dish
broke
best
I
my
cutglass
and spilled a whole bottle of ink all
over my new rug and threw a light
ed matcK into the waste basket and
left the water running in the basin
in the bathroom with the plug In the
First Automobillst Did you reprl basin, and the bathroom was flooded
nand your chauffeur for causing the and the water leaked through and
ix plosion?
spoiled the ceiling in the back parlor
Second Automobilist No, but I'm below .the bathroom.
olng to as soon as I find him.
"Then he tied a tin can to the tall
of Mrs. Smythe's cat next door, and
she came oyer here on the warpath
THE ANSWER
and talked dreadfully to me; and he
broke his grandmother's spectacles
trying to put them on Ted Draper's
big dog that Ted had brought over
here; and after that he tied your
mother's old crepe veil to the front
doorknob for what he called the 'fun'
of making people think someone was
dead here, and the neighbors began

'
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Jest Loses Him New Wife.
At the close of the ceremonv by
which August Juskow became thn hna
band of Mrs. Stella Karlunis, in the
courthouse, Juskow took occasion

Philadelphia Record.

exclaimed

Mr.

Growcher.

not afraid. If anything you're
;heerfully expectant. But I'm scared
ial to death!"

IJ

S

The red will not fade In th
of washing,
and Is therefore liked better than any
other solid color. The apron pictured
Is an example of the use of this red
binding on a medium large shepherd's
check. The neck, sleeves, pocket and
edges are bound with it. It brightens
up the otherwise ordinary pattern and
makes it really attractive.
Some aprons are made of the heavier cotton crepe In gray and finished
with borders In solid colors or figures. These usually fasten In front
and look very much like home dresses.
They are not closed below the waist
line and are easily slipped on and off.
The front ot tne aress unaer mem ib
'
protected because, in these patterns,
the fronts overlap.
The new aprons are, in fact, so
like house dresses that they may be
worn instead of a dress. But they are
made with ample sleeves, round necks
and simple fastenings, so that they
slip on over a dress easily. Sleeves
are short and out of the way. Altogether, well chosen kitchen or work
aprons may be said to be attractive
in themselves.
Certainly the neat
housewife knows how tC look very
"fetching" in them.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY. i

and much ingenuity is evident In designing It to meet all the requirements of housework and good looks
at the same time. The new patterns, that cover the entire figure,
look better and are far more practical
than the aprons set on to a band, that
preceded them. It Is Just about as
easy to make aprons that protect the
whole dres3, cover the 6leeves and
stay In place, as to make those gathered to a band, and it Is quite as easy
to do them up.
Gingham, calico and percale are
patused, cut by plain kimono-sleeveterns like that shown in the picture
given here. Indigo blue and white,
or' black and white, are selected for
permanency in color. Any number of
Irtttterns in figures and checks and
etripes give one a wide choice in
design.
Aprons made of these good substan
tial cotton fabrics having a white
ground with black stripes are great
Shepfavorites for
herd's checks and polka dots figure
among these also. For sweeping and
dusting the indigo blue cottons with
small white dots for figures are made
up with caps to match and are better
than the more readily soiled cottons
with white ground for these purposes,
cotton fabrics are used
, Turkey-refor making bindings on the shepherd's
checks more particularly but are
liked on tha dark blue aprons as
d

"

d

'Some of the new evening models
have apron drapery in tht front; and
an odd thing about it is that the apron
Bectlpn falls longer than the foundation. The apron is of metallic laoe.

Handsome Matched Sets

i

-
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"But what have the psychologists

Juskow was amazed. He followed
his bride to Nantlcoke, and returned
alone. Wilkesbarre (Pa.) Dispatch to

Locating the Fear.
"I'm afraid you have appendicitis."
laid the doctor.
"What's the use of putting it that

--

to do with that?"
"Why, they say that a boy is al
ways at his best between ten and
eleven In the morning.
If that is
true well, If is too awful to think
of!" Judge.

nun-ban-

The Manager of the Burlesque Com
pany Yes, sir, she's s "burlesque
beauty."
Critic That describes her style e- sotly.

'

well.

Is

kitchen

to come in.
Then he let his sister s canary
bird out of its cage, and it nearly
escaped through an open window, and
after that he dropped a horrid angle
worm down Bridget's back, and she
has given warningall that between
ten and eleven oiclock."

remark to the marriage license clerk
that he "guessed" he would get the
same treatment suffered by his wife'
first husband, who was divorced.
Juskew was In a merry mood, and
believed his wife out of hearing, but
sue heard. Heedless of her nledee
love, honor and ohav. nhn rsmnvofl tha
wedding ring from the proper finger
ana handed it back to her latest

jiy!"
'You're

-

by
apron
THE means an ungraceful
garment, least with any amount

"cook-aprons.-

"Dear me, dear me!" said Mrs.
"I do hope
"Doddkins, with aVslgh.
that the psychologists are wrong!"
"About what?" asked her husband

(

u

'

-

If the Psychologists Wera Right Sh
Saw a Dreadful Tims Ahead
of Her.

A

ft

A
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Drug

court in a claim brought under the
workmen's compensation act against
the owners of the Grimsby trawler,
Kilmarnock, by John Risdale, chief
engineer of the vessel.
on
The Kilmarnock left Grimsby
.September 22, on a fishing expedition
sighted some floating mines, and went
in search of a warship to Warn naval
vessels.
In so doing, the Kilmarnosck struck a mine and blew up. The
skipper and five men were killed, and
John Risdale was so Injured as to be
totally incapacitated.
it was urged by the owners that
Risdale could not recover compensation as his injuries were caused by
the vessel striking the mine of an
Tom Do you think you could learn enemy at a time when the vessel
to love me?
by diverting its course to act as a
Tess Yes, but I'm awfully
messenger to the navy had ceased to
follow its ordinary occupation'.- The
court upheld the defendant's
HADN'T COME DOWN YET

LEARN

women in the workhouse I have put
SantaFe, Dec. 18. Miss Marlon
to knitting socks for the Red CrosB,
with wool provided by outsiders, bo If May, secretary of the Suffrage league
any one would like to send some socks writes from New York to Secretary
to the men in. the trenches the women of State Antonio Lucero asking whether in New Mexico, father and mothwill knit them.
er have equal rights as to guardianGave Them Use of Chapel
ship over minor children, what the
"The 'bums' had a room, but we bad age of consent is in this state and
to take it from them for a dope nvard. whether New Mexico has a law penHowever, we have fitted up another sioning widows.'
place, so we are able to pick out the Mr. Lucero in reply stated that the
old offenders from the young girls father has the first rights as to guarwho have not been committed to the dianship of minor children, but that
Island before, and put them in cells the mother becomes the guardian in
by themselces. After we took the case of the father's death. He also
bums room awav from them the informed Miss Mar that the nee of
question arose as to what we were consent in New Mexico is 14 years
going to do with them, and one day a find that the state has no statute pro- bright idea occurred to me.
viding for widows' pensions!
"'We have a chapel there which is
It Is quite likely that a bill will be
not used through the week at all, and ('ntroduced in the legislature to raise
It seemed to me that there was a ter-h- e
age of consent to 16 or even 13
rible waste of space there. So I said years, and another bill providing for
to the Superintendent, "We will put .Pensions for widows, but it Is unlikely
the 'bums' In the chapel during the that either bill will pass.
day. It won't hurt the chapel and it
may be good for them ' So now- - when
Wheezlngl n the lungs Indicates that
you go there will yo-- see the old phlegm Is obstructing the air, paswomen sitting in the chapel and you sages.
BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND
will find a good many of them In there SYRUP loosens the phlegm so that it
telling their beads and saying their can be coughed up and ejected. Price
prayers, and they are perfectly good 25o, toe and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
and have new made any trouble.
Central Drug Co. Adv.

company.
Price $1 and

its??""

I

VOLUNTEER IS SOAKED
London Deo 18. A peculiar case
was decided in the Grimsby county

"The next large thing I am going to
ask ol the city is an appropriation to
buy a piece of land outside the city
limits on which we can locate a farm
colony for short term women. They
can dig trenches, weed the gardens
and feed the pigs. When I became
Commissioner of Correction I found
there were six women In each cell In
me Workhouse and the sanitary coi
ditions were very bad. I believe a
farm colony is the only possible solu
tion of the question of short term
Hoax Why do they name tills cigar after Howell Rant, the actor?
prisoners."
Joax (trying to light one)- - Because
It won't draw, I reckon.

61$

members of the New York Probation
and Protective" Association of her
work as Commissioner of Correction,
Miss Katherlne B. Davis divulged
some data about a group of from
seventy to one hundred old women, in
the Workhouse on Blackwell's Island
who are known as "bums" and who
are imbued with the idea that they
own the place.
"The hums," ehe said, "are old
ladies from sixty years to about one
hundred. There is one who has been
there1 seventy-twtimes. One was. admitted the other day who had been
committed nine times in the last four
months for short sentences. These
women labor under the delusion that
they own. the institution. One of them
ceme down to my off-'cthe other day
and complained ..that sue nad been
by.ii matron referring to her as
'the scum of the earth.'

B. Jones 1 wonder If Stockson
Bonds, the millionaire, reads all th
Btoiies they print about him. '
B. Smith No, but even If he did,
you don't suppose he'd believe them,
do you?

.$4.33

67c
34c

$2 Wool TJndorwear
$1.23 Wool Underwear
$1.25 Neckwear
73c Neckwear -

-

- .1

$1
$8
$5
$3
$2

2r.87

--

31c
-- 17c

50c Towels 25c Towels

$2
$1

y

.

$5
$1.50
$3.50
$3
$2.25

Towels
Ribbons Ribbons
Ribbons $4 Handkerchiefs
$2.50 Handkercmefs .
$1 Handkerchiefs
50c Handkerchiefs 25c Handkerchiefs
10c Handkerchiefs .
$1.50 Knitted Scarfs ...
$0 Bed Spreads
$3 Bedi Spreads
$2 Bed Spreads
$1.25 Bed Spreads
$10 Wogl Blankets
$7.50 Wool Blankets
$5 Wool Blankets
$3 Blankets.
$2 Blankets". -- J
-- .
$1 Blankets
75c
35c
25c
10c

The many
recoveries
brought
about by Eckman'j Alterative
are
ftttraetlug wide attention. Read
about this ease:
a.t U St., Kewr, W. Vn.
"Gentlemen
I iru taken sick In
November, J WW. I grew Hteniiily
tvorse. Had two eonnultation. The
verdict waa the fever had affected
my lunfra and that my caxe waa
hopeleaat only gave me two montha
to live. My nhyalclan had tried mont
all kinda of treatment and none did
me any Rood, ao he anked my husband If he objected to htm tryina;
a proprietary
I Itee-nmedicine.
In lied from
your Alterative. I
November 80, 1908, until February
23, imtO, and waa thought dylnu;
tlinea. Today 1 am healthier
and atronger than ever." (Abbreviated.)
(Signed) MBS. H. K. BHII.KY.
g
Ecknian'g Alterative la most
in bronchial catarrh and severe throat and lung; affections and
the system. Contains
g
no harmful or
drugrg.
Accept no substitutes. Small size,
2.
J
Sold by leadtl; regular size, Write
for booklet
ing druggists.
of recoveries.
Gckmaa laboratory, Philadelphia .
nd B. O. Murphey and Red Cross
efiloa-clou-

Children's House Slippers at
12 Price

$25 .Fur Sets
$15 Fur Sets
$8.60 Fur Sets

Kitchen Aprons

A Few Good

mcv-er- al

A Sale of Men's, Women's and

50c
24o
17c
7c

TrosMe
teg
zzl

nn

Saturday Evening 7 130 to 10 P. M.

'

Gad

Expected to Die

STORE OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL XMAS

60071

18, 1914.

Zinc Smelter Kept Busy.
The zinc smelting
capacity of thb

country has increased out of all pro
portion to home consumption, accord
ing to estimates prepared by the Uni
ted States geological survey, which
places the estimated annual maximure
capacity of our smelters at 561,161
short tons and our apparent consump
tion at 149,363 short tons. In othei
words, here is another industry In
which we are prepared to take
up
all the trade which Europe has
dropped r.t just a moment's notice and
with little or no difficulty. We are
ready to supply the world with all the
zinc It needsk

ATCHED sets, in the
If
ill shops, mean three

millinery
articles, at
least, made up of the same materials
and corresponding in style. A neckpiece, muff and hat, or a neckpiece,
bag and hat, constitute the usual set
e
of three pieces. Sometiines a
set includes all the accessories
mentioned, but as a rule only three
ar ssade to correspond.
These matched sets employ fur, velvet, brocades, silk and
(or
plush) In their construction, and are
embellished with passementerie beads,
silk and millinery flowers and fruits.
Furs are combined with fabrics, or
two kinds of fur may be made up together. Fur and velvet is a rich and
popular association of material. Satin
h
is inxpensive and as
and
beautiful as the more costly furs.
Velvet alone and velvet embellished
with passementerie stands between
the costlier furs and less costly
plushes in point of price and are less
durable than either, but utterly feminine and elegant.
A set of two furs combined in neckpiece and muff, worn with a small
miliary turban, is shown In the picture. A flat neckpiece of fine Hudson seal supports a handsome fitch
skin, one of the most fashionable of
I'jra. The muff is barrel shaped with

a fitch border at each end. Both ar
lined with plain brown satin.
The turban needs a border of fltcb.
fur at the top of the velvet band or
a group of small animal heads ot
fltch or some other decorative tnur-.of the fur, to match it up with the
other pieces., w
',.
A velvet set in black Is shown, with
the velvet fulled on ths barrel-shapemuff. Passementerie beads, tassels and.
buckle make a novel trimming.
In the plush and fur combination
plush Is used in the body of tha
pieces and fur in the decoration.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.

four-piec-

d

fur-clot-

Circular Sklrti.
Circular skirts may be tha next
thing on the calendar of dress. Afc
any rate, they are a coming possibility. A circular that has already made
its appearance is made of white taffeta. It is fitted at the hips and (alia
in wide ripples at the ankles.

fur-clot-

'

Drecoll't Lace Gown.
In America there is little doubt that
Drecoll's black lace gowns over satin
will find much favor. He also brings
out the inevitable suit of baby lamb;
Paris is never able to get through the
season without one such costume offered to the American buyer.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, DECEMBER
plane advocate is .Brigadier General
George F. Scriven, chief signal officer, FALLING
who, in testifying before the congressional military committee recently, declared that the European war has
DANDRUFF
shown the aeroplane to be the "most
tremendous Instrument that, war has
ever seen" but had so far shown no For Four Years. Dandruff Could Be
usefulness as an offensive military
Seen Plainly. Head Burned and
arm. General Scriven at that time
So Itchy Could Hardly Stand It.
urged the appropriation of $400,000 to
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointequip the newly created aviation diTrouble Disapoeared.
ment.
vision" of the army. He said the service planned to equip four squadrons
466 12th St.. Detroit. Mich." I
of eight aeroplanes each, with a retroubled with falling hair and dandruff for
serve which would give the army 50
bout four years. The dandruff waa very
thick and my hair was always
machines. General Scriven told the
full of H. It could be seta
committee that the manufacturers of
plainly at tlmea and when-evwere
In
America
I would comb my hah
severely
aeroplanes
It would come out pretty bad
handicapped by lack of demand for
and my coat would be covered
their products, and he estimated that
with It. Whenever I would
for the government to get 100 aeroscratch my head It Would Ret
Vred said leave little pimples.
planes in an emergency would tales a.
Then my head would burn
vi
l
more.
he
of
event
or
In
war,
year
and be t Itchy that I could hardly stand it.
declared, we would be. In a serious
,"I tried almost everything but with no
condition so far as securing aero- result tUi one night I happened to think
bout Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
planes ia concerned.
I would try them. After using
thought
At present, according to General them about two weeks
I found they were
Scriven, the .army has 11 aeroplanes doing me so much good that I kept right
on hand, and eight machines and two on using the Cuticura Soap for washing my
hair and the Cuticura Ointment for rubbing
training aeroplanes are under con on my scalp. Mow my hair la nice and
struction.
thick and I am not bothered with any more
In addition to the aeroplane strength dandruff or falling hair. The trouble has
(Signed) Boy Mittendorf,
the government ia reported to have disappeared."
Jan, 31, 1014.
under construction at Akron, 0 a
Samples Free by Mall
dirigible fully equipped with machine
A single hot bath with Cuticura Soap and
guns, wireless, armored cages and sengentle anointing with Cuticura Ointment
sitive air instruments, If the dirig- are often sufficient to afford immerii ate relict
ible proves satisfactory It is expected In the most distressing cases of skin and
the government will place an order scalp diseases when all else fails. Sold
throughout the world. Liberal sample of
for six larger ones, with war equipSkin Book. Adeach mailed free, with 32-d
ment. The dirigible under construcdress
"Cuticura, Dept,T, Boston."
tion is 165 feet long and 40 feet in
diameter, with a lifting capacity of cakes, cold chicken and
12,000 pounds. It will easily carry 12 gras. One package that met with, an
men in a steel car suspended beneath accident en route was found to contain
it. The approximate cost of the air even a bottle of perfume.
ship is $150,000. The larger dirigibles,
if they are ordered, will be 350 feet or
more in length.
NATIONAL BANK FOR CUBA

Hi

AS A

AEROPLANE

FACTOR IN WAR

IS TESTED
MANEUVERS AT SAN DIEGO ARE
EXPECTED TO PROVE HIGHLY PROFITABLE

tu

San Diego, CaJ., Dec. 18. Preparations are all completed for the extensive test o the United States
o the efficiency of the aeroplane aa war scouts In locating the
numbers movements and operations of
the enemy. The trig test will begin
this afternoon, if the weather conditions do not interfere, and Uncle
Sam's best air scouts will competefor
"
highest honors.
Under the plan which the military
authorities have ibeen making for
some months, the competition for the
Clarence W, Maekey trophy has this
year developed into a military
contest in the vicinity of
,San Diego. A column of troops consisting of Troops B, D and L of the
First cavalry, the 28th and 115th
companies of coast artillery and the
Fourth regiment of marines, will follow routes unknown to the competitors. The aviators will start at least
100 miles from the locality In which
the troops are moving. Each air scout
will be given a memorandum of instructions Just before taking the air,
and they will be directed to make, an
observation by aeroplane of a triangular section large enough to cover
the maneuvers. The air scouts will
be forbidden to land before completing the trip.
To make a successful observation,
the aviators are required to definitely
BAD NEWS BARRED
locate on a map carried on the trip
the position of the troops, direction
Paris, Dec. 18 Only letters that
of movement at time of observation, are devoid of aTT gloomy news or ut
composition of main body, rate of terances are permitted to reach the
movement, etc. The observation is to hands of French soldiers. This is in
"foe conducted from a height of 3,000 accord with an irrevocable rle of the
feet, and any drop below 2500 feet jmilitary authorities. They also insist
will disbar the competitor. The high that all communications must be either altitudes are insisted upon, be- er sealed, or written on postcards.
One family complained that it re- cause, in time of war, It would be unand
venture
3,000
below
to
feet,
ueviea jeuers irom a son almost uauy,
safe
the tests begun here are to be under but after a month of war he had not
received a single word from home. Inwar conditions.
Officers of the United States army vestigation showed that each one of
.and marine corps will act as judges, the letters written by the boy's mothand the Maekey cup will be awarded er contained such words as "desolation" . and "despair." She was told
to the most accurate observer.
The importance of the aeroplane in that her son was seeing enough desowar has been proven in the great Eu- lation at the front and did not need
ropean conflict, and the United Stales to hear about the despair at home. The
government Is already planning the style of the letters changed, and now
purchase of a big aeroplane fleet and they are arriving promptly.
the training of a large corps of air Cold weather and the shipment of
scouts. The officials will be greatly warm clothing and other comforts to
encouraged if the tests here show a the soldiers tended to delay the demarked degree of success. The sec- livery of letters. The automobile club
ondary use of the aeroplane is prob- volunteered Its services and hundreds
ably fully as useful as the observa- of automobiles carried packages to
tion use namely the use of the ail (the trenches, until the Germans beehips to guide the gunners In artil- came aware of the arrangement. They
lery fire. A method of testing the ef- catured ten motor cars filled with
ficiency of this use or the air ship ia 'packages of heavy underwear, jerbeing devised and may be incorpor- seys, sweaters, tobacco, cigarettes,
ated in the succeeding tests.
lighters.
pipes and cigarette
Perhaps the most enthusiastic aero Some "fond mothors sent preserves,
gov-emine-

,
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Project Has Been Evolved and In
Will Be Put Into
; Probability
Execution.
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a
regard for Solitaire reputation which
permits of nothing less than the very best
to be told under the Solitaire name. You
will realize the significance of these Ideals
in your first cup oi Moreyt Solitaire
Coffee properly made.
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Hie Best the Grocer Can Deliver"

bank notes. These measures are
caused by the scarcity of money,
which is felt in the Cuban market.
The creation of a currency bank,
with the privileges enjoyed by the
Spanish Bank of the island of Cuba up
to the close of the colonial: regime,
was urged by President Menocal in
his message, Consular and Trade Reports states.
The president urged that the bank
should enjoy an exclusive concession
for 50 years, with a capital of $20,000,-00and power to issue double the
amount of its gold and silver of the
same fineness and weight as that of
the United States, Cuban capital to be
given preference to subscribe the
stock. The coinage of fractional currency was also recommended. The
money now In use officially on the
islands is American, although business
is transacted also with Spanish and
French gold coin and Spanish silver
.

'

0

money.

Llttl Play With Name.
Law Notes says that if there is anything in a name it must be difficult to
get a new trial before Judge Alfred
Budge of the Fifth district court of
Idaho. Similarly lawyers can try their
cases with perfect confidence before
Judge M, H. Justice of the superior
court of North Carolina. By the same
token the outcome of litigation must
be exceedingly doubtful when Judge
A. E. Gamble of the Second circuit of
Alabama is on the bench. Dilatory motions probably find little favor with
Judge James C. Work of the orphans'
court of Fayette county, Pennsylvania.
One of the best equipped men on the
bench Is Judge Ben B. Law of the
Ninth Judicial district of Montana.
And finally, not to prolong the list unduly we advise attorneys to keep quiet
before Judge Orien S. Cross of the
Michigan circuit court
e

.
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New Outfit for Hiker.
How would you like a ready-madcamping outfit that weighs just seven
pounds? Tent, jointed poles, . pegs,
ground sheet, sleeping bag, air pillow,
toilet articles, canvas bucket and wash
basin, spirit stove, cooking utensils-se- ven
pounds to the very ounce, and
the whole kit is so compact that U
stows In a light rucksacke, or a cycle
for spare clothpannier, with room-lef- t
ing and such rations as are not
bought along the route of travel, according to Horace Kephart in Outing.
Total burden about ten pounds, with
which the lone pedestrian or cycle
tourist Is independent of hot! la and
boarding houses.
-

Here area few members of the Solitaire family:
Tea, Spices, Havortnu bxtracts. Catsup. Katstns,
Peanut butter, Hice, Sea Foods, Grape
Juice,
Olives, Olive Oil, Preserves, Maple Syrup, etc.,
and all varieties of canned fruits and vegetables.
THE MOREY MERCANTILE CO.
Denver

Coffee
v.

v;t

Catarrh Cannot be Cured
BATTLE with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Writer Tells of the Various Distances Catarrh Is a blood or constitutional
at Which Bodies of Men Can
disease, and in order to cure it you
Be Distinguished.
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Some of the enterprising corre- Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
spondents have been writing some acts directly upon the blood and muwonderful tales from alleged inter- cous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
views with wounded men and others not a quack medicine. It was preIn the European war, Bays the Army scribed by one of the best
physicians
and Navy Journal. One of the best in this country for years and is a regof these gems told of troops aiming ular
prescription. It is composed of
their rifles at the enemy one mile the best tonics
known, combined witu
on
and
the
away
using the buttons
the
best
blood
purifiers,
acting directcoat as an aiming point, in order to
make hits more certain. The follow- ly on the mucous surfaces. The per
ing facts may be useful in throwing fect combination of the two Ingre
a little light on the yarn. Men of dients is what produces such wonder
ordinary eight and under ordinary con- ful results in curing catarrh. Send
ditions of air and light can distinguish for testimonials, free.
troops as follows: At 100 yardB all F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo, O.
the parts of a man's body are seen
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
distinctly, including the general lines
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
of the face; slight movements are perceptible; the jninutest details of the pation.
uniform, such as buttons, may be
SOLDIERS ON SKIS
counted. At 200 yards the outlines of
the face are confused and the rows of
Geneva, Dec. 18 With the arrival
buttons are iuvislble, but the color of of deep snow on the French-Germathe facings, especially if bright, is still frontier, especially In
e
apparent. At 400 yards the face Is and the Vosges, the Alpine
regiments
a mere dot, but all movements of the
on both sides are now fighting on skis.
legs and at;ms are still distinct. At
600 yards the movements of the arms The Chasseurs Alplns, whose headare still perceptible. At 600 yards quarters in peace time are at Cham-pi- x
and Grenoble, are at home on skis
all details disappear. If the light be
strong, however, the files of a squad and can travel long distances withcm be counted, and individual move- out fatigue. Last winter a whole regiments may be distinguished. At 800 ment,
fully equipped, climbed Mont
yards the men cannot be counted and Blanc on skis, not a man
falling out
individual movements are lndistin-- .
of the ranks.
guishable. At 1,000 yards a line of
men resembles a broad line, the uniform width of which is broken above Why They Recommend Foley's Honey
and Tar.
by the line of heads and below by the
line of legs.
P. A. Efird, Conejo, Calif. because
"it produces the best results, always
RUINED BY FUNERAL COSTS cures severe colds, sore chest and
lungs and does not contain opiates
Costly Rltea Practiced by the Maoris or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. TayMeet With Disapproval of the
lor, Lutherville, Ga. because "I beGovernment.
lieve It to be an honest medicine and
An appeal to the government of it satisfies my patrons." W. L. Cook,
"it gives the
New Zealand to represent to the Neihart,
Maoris the manifold advantages of a best results for coughs and colds of
pakeha (white man's funeral) over anything I sell." Every user is a
the expensive "tangi" a native one- -is friend. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
contemplated as the result of the Drug Store. Adv.
serious effect of one of these trying
but picturesque ceremonies in the
SHIPYARDS BUSY
North island. One Pango Raumaewa
Dec. 18. The various ship
London,
and his brother took up 90 acres of
land at a place called Rata, put up a building yard's now are as 'busy as
house and a milk shed, and invested though there was no war. The loss
in 80 cows, then set about clearing of many
ships, due to being bottled
the place, which was in heavy scrub, up or
sunk, made freight rates high,
After much laber they succeeded in
creating an increased demand for new
bringing the best part of the section
as well as hastened repairs
of
a
into
state
They tonnage
productivity.
had milked for three years, and were on old or captured craft The repair
the earners of a comfortable little ing yards are full with orders, and
income, when Pango's brother died. new steamers are not being guaran
As la usual, a monster, "tangi" was teed for early delivery owing to presconVened,. and it cost Pango over one sure of work.
;
thousand dollars. On top of this the
A suggestion has heen made by the
father- passed away, leaving many
creditors, - pango was forced to clear
this off also. He then discovered that
he was ruined. Taking heart again,
he went to another place and started
afresh. There, in time, he was able
to invest In 15, cows, and in every
way again proved his energy and industry. Recently, however, a Maori
child belonging to the little community died, and a big "tangi" has been
arranged, the expense of which will
fall upon the same unfortunate
ON
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A project of law has been presented
to the congress of Cuba for the creation of a national bank for the emission and coinage of Cuban money in
gold, silver and copper. This money
will have the same value as American
This project of law estabmoney.
lishes guaranties for the emission of

"

There it a pride in Solitaire quality

18, 1914.

A Record Marriage.
I thought I had discovered the record marriage. A correspondent corrects me. Last week a squadron of
the torpedo flotilla put in to fill up
with oil. Two officers got leave to
coma ashore for two hours when their
work was done and all ready for sea,
the commander and a lieutenant in
command of a unit. The commander
was married, the lieutenant was his
best man, and both were back on their
bridges and eff to sea before the two
baura wars nr Tndn Chronltila

Action on State Laws.
In various suits during the past
year the constitutionality of a number
of state laws was challenged, laws of
Georgia and Mississippi attempting to
pcovide a form of enforcement of the
contract of employment under certain
conditions being declared void, as was
a law of Illinois forbidding the use of
emery wheels, etc., for polishing processes in basements, without refer
ence to the actual conditions as to
ventilation, and one of Louisiana limiting the hours of labor of certain
classes of stationary engineers. All
these laws were held to attempt unjustifiable discriminations.
, ,The state of Mississippi still stands
alone with a law regulating the hours
of labor of factory workers without regard to sex. This law, which was last
year declared constitutional, was
r
law
again upheld, as was the
of Illinois for women, the city of Chicago being mulcted for its violation.

Electrical Safety Rules.
The bureau of standards has been
making a study of safety ruleB and
practices In the construction, installation and maintenance of electrical
equipment, and has found that such
companies as do have safety rules
have based them on limited and Inadequate experiences, while many companies have no rules because of the
expense and difficulty of preparing
them and because they are not compelled to take precautionary measures by the state authorities. Accordingly the bureau has prepared a set of
rules based on a thorough study, with
the aid and advice of state commissions, companies employing electrical
equipment and workmen. The rules
are published In circular No. 49.
Scientific American.
Premier British Regiment.
The Grenadier Guards, In which the
Prince of Wales now holds a commission. Is the premier regiment of the
Foot Guards, though It Is not, of
course, the oldest, an honor claimed
by the Coldstreams. The grenadiers,
however, have been in existence for
just over two centuries and a half,
having been formed as a bodyguard
for Charles IL The regiment has the
while the
king as its colonel-in-e!i!duke of Cnnnaucht la li s rnlnnaL

0

0
"'"

Adee will report on the movement 1 1
improve the quality of tennis bal'm.
The entire evening will be devoted
tonight to the report of the ranking;
committee to be submitted by Fred-riC. Inman. It is evident that there
is a difference of opinion as to whether or not Maurice E. McLoughlln or
R. Norris Williams, second, U to be
rated in the position of number one.
Davis Cup matters, the establish
ment of a new amateur rule, and pos
sibly the shifting of several Important
tournaments will also come up for
deliberation. The proposal to hold
Checks Croup Instantly
the national interscholastlc champion
You know croup is aangeronus. And ships on courts other than at Newport
you ought to know too, the sense of will be considered.
security that comes from having Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in the
Gore, Pa., P. A. Morgan had occa
house. It cuts the thick mucus and sion recently to use a liver medicine
clears away the phlegm, stops the and says of Foley Cathartic Tablets;
strangling cough and gives easy "They thoroughly cleased my system
breathing and quiet sleep. Every us- and I felt like a new man-l!gand
er is a friend. O. G. Schaefer and free. They are the best medicine I
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
have ever taken for constipation. They
keep the stomach sweet, liver active,
TENNIS ASSOCIATION MEETS
bowels regular." o. G. Schaefer and
New York, Dec. 18. A movement Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
to develop and encourage young players of the game was sprung on the CELEBRATE MACDOWELL DAY
annual meeting of the United States
Cincinnati, O., Dec. 18. The KenNational Lawn Tennis association,
which opened at the Waldorf Astoria tucky MacDowell society will tonight
commemorate the birthday anniver
today. Raymond D. little reported a
of Edward MacDowelL the famous
sary
for
the
plan
development of schoolboy musician
and song writer, by giving
tennis championships, declaring that
an
devoted to hia composi
evening
McLoughlin Isegan to play when he
life.
tions
Beautiful stereoptlcoa
and
was 12 years old, Williams, the naMacDawell settlement
the
views
from
tional champion, started at eight years
at Peterborough, N. H., have been
of age, and Kahrl Behr, Beals Wright,
Not Nlles and George Church were all furnished by the musician's widow
from her private collection, showing
beginners when ten years old.
the
environment in which the favorv
Gold medals designed by famous
were written.
ite
compositions
American sculptors are to be awarded
to each of the tennis players who
Pains In Back and Hips
have held a national! championship
title. The details of the plan and the
Are an indication of kidney trouble
selection of the designs will be mad a
a warning to build up the weakened"
at the meeting before it closes tomor- kidneys, make them vigorous, rid your
row. The tennis committee believes blood of acids and poisons. Go to
prize cups are an expensive luxury to your druggist for Foley Kidney Pills.
keep and protect, and has selected In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Sold in your
gold medals for the honored players. town by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
A committee headed by George T. Drue Stor
c
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RETAIL PMCES
pounds or More, each dllvery
pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
200 pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
60 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery

2,000
1t000

.Z0c
25c
30c
40c
,5Do
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Harvesters, Storeri and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity a lid
Lasting Qualities of Whtca Have Masdo Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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per
per
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AGUA PUBA COMPANY

O

)

ten-hou-

Newcastle 'Chamber of commerce advisory committee that, some of the
Austrian and German steamers now
tied up in Britsih harbors should be
employed to relieve the present shortage of tonnage. Merchants, especially In the" coal trade, are 'suffering inconvenience through this shortage,
which was caused partly by their vessels being requisitioned by the government and by delays and congestion at foreign ports. It Is said the
admiralty la serious considering the
proposal.
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LAS VEQAI DAILY OPTIC

In modern battles few opponents ever
actually see each other. They fight
DAILY
from places of concealment, while over
their heads shriek the shells of
ESTABLISHED 1879
guns of enormous caliber and
terrific power. It has been shown In
Published by
many Instances that well constructed
and well manned trenches cannot he
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
taken by frontal assault without enor(Incorporated)
mous losses to the assailants. Lateral
trenches furnish exceedingly poor
....Editor marks for artillery and it may be eet
M. M. PADGETT.
down that only by chance can a shell
be dropped into euch a trench by a
" "
.
range piece;
In our own civil War entrenchments
were frequently" used, but their conEntered, at the postoitice at East struction followed
precedents, such as
trans
Las Vegas, New Mexico, tor
of mud and sandbags
defenses
the
mission through the United States
- Jackson at New Orleans
made-- by
nails as second class
But Bfientino. entrenchment to take
the place of forts is a really modern
idea. Sappers and engineers now are
TERMS OF SUBSCRITION
more Important than ever to an ad
Dally, by Carrier
$ .06 vancing army,.' for progress is most
er Copy
' .15 often
One Week
represented by skill In trench- .65 making.
The man In the trench has
One Month....
tAO taken the; jilace of the man on skir
One Year...
mish. An army advances like a colDally, by Mall
One Year (In advance).... "..... 4,-0ony of human moles. We have heard
3.00 much recently of the elaborate nature
Cix Months (in advance)
7.00 of European trenches. In some in
One Year (In arrears)
3.50 stances these trenches have been ela
tlx Months (in arrears)....
borated to the point of being almost
luxurious.
They are timbered and
STOCK
AND
WEEKLY OPTIC
V-and
in. them the men eat,
floored,
GROWER
and fight. The occasional close
sleep
One Year
,...$2.00
of the respective
1.00 proximltyjottrenches
ftix Months
sides has led to an almost flippant ta- timacy between enemies an Intimacy
that has found expression In frequent
(Cash In Advance for Mail
Subscriptions.)
exchangfis of. tobacco and food, and
Remit by check, craft or money even in visits to each others trenches
cder. If sent otherwise we will not under Isolated and unofficial truce arrangements. In ,some respects the
responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application, condition of the modern BOldter is not
r.early so hard as in former times. The
destruction have inALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT agencies for his
creased marvelously, but the device3
EXPIRATION OF TIME
that contribute to his comfort are
PAID FOR
more numerous- - and effective. Kan
.
sas City Journal.
the
are
Advertisers
guaranteed
largest dallv and weekly circulation
CHANGE IS IN
of any newspaper ia northern New ONLY

i

ELKS PUT OVER A

GREENBERGER

GOOD AMATEUR
PLAY

for anything you may w&rvt,
for husband or sweetheart.'
For. Christmas we have mufflers. Hose, Umbrellas, Tie
and Hd'f. sets. Shirts,

THEIR PRODUCTION OF "THE PRl

;

VATE SECRETARY"
EXCELLENT

WAS

SPECIAL-Forty Dozen

25c

50 Cent Ties at

G1R STEMS

greater portion of the items listed below were special purchases for our Xmas Sale and are
priced at very loweatj figures for immediate sale. Buy before they are gone, as our prices, plainly
marked and always
yerSihlVq&clily" empty tables and' coimfers'of1 'most of these secials during the
'
'
Xmas rush of business.
A

DRUM FOR THE BOY

Doll and Carriage for the Gir

A

Dia. Drum
49c
Dia. Drum
79c
11- - inch Dia. Drum
98c
12- - Inch. Dia. Drum
$1.49
Genuine Calf Skin Hea.d Snare Drums
for ?1.25, $1.49 and
$1.98

-

12-in-

10-in-

TELEPHONES

h
h
-

h

h

Miscellaneous Presents. Little Folks
"
Toy Wagons, Four Iron Wheels and
Bed
23c
Wood
Gearing,
Iron Train, 3 passenger ; Coaches
':
and Engine
Iron Train, 4 Passenger ";
Zl .49c; ','
poaches' and .Engine
'"
'
'
Iron, Triin, 3 Stock Cars Car
- boose, "Tender and
Engine...... 98c ;
'
Iron - Train, 3 Vestibule
'
:: Coaches and Engine
$1.25 ,

21

Main 2
Main 9 RUMORED ALTERATIONS IN SAN
TA FE TIME CARD ARE
,,' GROUNDLESS

j1'

'i25c

The rumored, changes in the time
Santa Fe has a man named Ernest
of the trains passing through Las
card
laughter. He is not a namesake of
Veguis on the Santa, Fe- railroad were
th o European war, either.
.
proved today to be groundless. F. L.
o- -'
There's no reasoln for Albuquerque Myers, superintendent Of the New
to become so heated because It waa a Mexico division of the road, returned
from the meeting at Topeka, Kan., totrifle cold there the other day.
day with the information that, for the
o
most part, no change would be made.
THE WOMAN'S CLUli
Train No. 4 eastbound limited,
which
goes through Las Vegas at 11:59
The Woman's Club of Las Vegas
should be encouraged In its work for o'clock in the night, will reach' this
the betterment of the indigent fami- city in the future at an appreciably
lies of the city. The ladies have done later hour. The actual ..schedule time.
much effective work la an entirely un- of its arrival has not been announced.
btrustive way. It ia true that they The rumors stated that the time of
are obliged to appeal to the public for arrivals of several of the trains wouk
aid occasionally, but so careftilly is me be considerably changed, and that one
work done that the deserving poor are or two of the trains passing through
here would be sent, over the Belen
cared for and nobody Is toe wiser
under.' the new time card.
would
starve
rather cut-of- f
Many people
than receive charity and have the pub These reports, however, are absolutely
lic (become aware of n, ana the Wom- groundless. The new schedule goes
an's club, in reaching euch folk, ia do- Into effect on January 1.
ing a real service to the community.
LONDON WOOL SALES
It is impossible to do work of a charitable nature without the aid of some
London, Dec. 18. A sale of Cape of
organization, no matter how many Goodhope and natal sheep skins was
people there are in a community ready held here today. There were 358,804
and anxious to assist in providing for pelts offered, ajd about "half werfl
the deserving poor. Th Woman's sold. Skins suitable for lining coats
lub, having taken hold of the work were in strong demand, but the rest
o efficiently, deserves support, espec were slow. Prices of long wools de
but short and shorn ad
ially at the Christmas season, when clined
to 1
the demands upon its assistance are vamced from
,
'
redoubled.
J
o
Subscribe for The Optic

Trains that run
below

the

oTpck

from 49J to $1.9K'
'

usual "figure's.

Art

.

Body

Party Boxes
"Vanity iCases
Silver Pencils

Hand Bags

AT

TAUPERT'S

h

--- ---

...

excellent assortment of Novelty Toys

srt

who Wished his nephew to sow his act was especially fine.
wild oats while he was yet young. He
Charles Trumbull and Harry Marlooked the part; both from the point tin in the characters oi the servant
of view of build ana facial make-up- .
John, and the writ server, Knox, re
He was exfc'ellent in Imitating the spectively, were good. Their parts
grouchy old gentleman's gruff man were small but they made the most
ner.
of them. '
Mrs. Haliett Rayriolds, in thd role
To Mrs. Adolphine Kohn belongs a
of Miss Ashford, the spiritualist en- lot of the credit of last night's success.
thusiast, was good. She had the re- - Her work in coaching the cast dis
served and dignified mien of the old played untiring., energy and patience.
lady she was portraying, yet she was She produced results, as is shown by
able to give realistically the mysteri- - the excellent performance given.
nnnnoAtiaH with fill
rtiio a f
Music was furnished
during the
things pertaining to the spirits.
evening by the Laa Vegas Symphony
E. J, McWenie, in the character of orchestra. This organization furnish-th- e
Rev. Robert Spauldlng, the pri- - ed pleasing entertainment in the
secretary, also was good in his tervals between the acts. The whole
From
part. He managed to get himself evening was most enjoyable.
thoroughly entangled in his "goods start to finish it was a credit to the
and chattels" in a great variety of Elks.
ways. His part was funny and had
the crowd in spasms of laughter sev
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
eral times.
Chicago, Dec. 18. Sharp advances
Mrs. W. n. Dennis, in the nart of at Liverpool and the continuance of
Mrs. Stead, the landlady, was realistic lively demand here from foreign coun-i- n
her portrayal of the gentle and con- - jtries gave strength today to wheat,
siderate "old - fool" ' as Cattermole Opening prices, which ranged from
characterized her. She was especial- - to
up, were followed by a slight
ly good in her Bcene with the old reaction, and then by a rise to a high-uncler level than before. The close was1
Orrin Blood carried out well the unsettled Vs to
above last
part of Douglas Cattermole, the old night
man's nephew. He was the most self- - j Export demand lifted corn m well
possessed and cool of any one in the as wheat, After opening a shade off
cast. A lot of people, after the per-'t- o
& cent higher, the market scored
formance last night, wanted to take a moderate general upturn. The
lessons in making love from him.
close was steady at
off to Y up
Miss Marie Clement, as Eva Web- - compared with last night
Oats responded to the firmness in
ster, looked and acted well the part
.1 ' ,.
.
, 1.
,. .
er oiner cereals
ui iL
uie uuscmevous young iuuy.
work was natural and pleasing.
Big receipts of hogs weakened the
Miss Mary Harris as Edith Mars-lan- d frovision market The closing quota- also was pleasant to look upon. Ions were:
,tr.
!
She carried out her part well.
Wheat, Dec. 1.11; May 122.
Dorset Tolman, in the role of Gib;
Corn, Dec. 6
May 69.
son, the tailor, looked almost too nice
Oats, Dec.
May 52 14.
for the part he was scheduled to play.
Pork, Jan. fl8.20; May $18.65.
He was good, especially in the first
Lard, Jan. flO.10; May $10.27.
":i
act.
Ribs, Jan. $9.95; Majfl iT7.Tt.
Bert Adams, in the character of Mr.
MarslandWwas natural In the role of
KANSAS CITY LIVE 8TOCK
the dignified master of the . fox hounds. Kansas City, Dec. 18. Hogs, receipts
His lines were laughable. In several 6,000. Market steady. Bulk $77.20;
parts, especially in his scenes with Cattle, receipts 1,500. Market steady.
Cattermole.
'
Prime fed steers f9.2510.25;
Donald Hart,
the role of Harry era steers f79.25; calves f68.75.
Marsland, the impecunious young man J Sheep, receipts 3,000. Market steady.
llwho is really the cause of the trouble. Iambs $7.758.40; yearlings $6.25
acted well. Hiswor&7ln the second 7.40.
i
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Doll, jointed,
, $1.25
Doll, jointed,

Body

fl.49
sleeping, with eye lashes
Kid Body TJolL jointed,
$1.79
Bleeping, with eye lashes
Kid Body Doll, same
f 1.98
Doll Buggies, all Iron ' frame and
fl.49
wheels, 49c to
Larger Buggies with rubber tires,
$1.98 and .
$2.98

.

18, 1914.

25c
39c
49c
69c
98c

sleeping
Inch Kid

22ineh Kid

24-in-

'

Kid Body Soil
Kid Body iDoll, sleping
Cloth Body Doll
Kid Body Doll, sleeping
Kid Body
Doll, jointed,

Bleeping

'

prices way

-

e,

tjt

SPECIALS FOR THE OLDER FOLKS

-

4

Black Coney Fur

Pieces f2.98
Brown Coney Fur Neck' Pieces
$3.98
Brown Marmot Muff or Shawl
f4.98
Brown Marmot Muff or Scarf
f5.90
Kaccoon Furs, f7.90 to
$12.50
Suit Cases, $1.25 to
$1.69
:.
All Leathcj- - Suit Cases
.
$3.98
Couch Covers, 69c to
.$2.49
Ivscfc

Portieres, $1.25, $1.49 and $1.98 pair.
Dark Gray Heavy Wool Shawl, six
$4.98
feet square Knit Head Scarf 1
yards long79c
fl.49
Bungalow Rugs, 98c and
Thick Bath Rugs
fl.49
Small Rugs from 25 o to.l
$2.98
All Felt House Shoes, 49c to
69c
Felt House Shoes, Leather Soles 98c

.'

3-- 4

48;

'

On

Tneil.

--

tZC.PenneuCoInc-

ml

Plazas

Nu M.

d

f

Watch' Bracelets
Fountain Pens

SPECIALS

SALE

The

.

mi

,
'
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IN THE TRENCHES

j

"

farce-comedy-

Sweaters, Maxkinaw
Coats, Bath Robes in Prices
from $4.00 to $7.00.

TRAIN NDDBEK FOUR

The present war in Europe has
that in certain phases
.military science hafe gone back into
the ground. After the outbreak of hos
tllities it was only a few weeks until
the most costly and elaborate forts
that human skill could construct were
crumpled i!ke papfcr boxes. It was
shown what a waste of money it is to
build great "permanent" fortifications
that cannot hold out against the bombardment of the new and heavy guns
employed by both the allies and the
Ormans. Routed out of these stone,
Etcel and cement citadels, the soldiers
were forced to burrrow Into the
ground in much the same fashion as
the primitive warriars who pilied up
defenses of earth against the storms
of arrows and catapulted stones. The
war has wiped out the most splendid
traditions of enginers, clearing the
scenes of conflict of every stick and
stone that served as shields against
the guns of the enemy.
For weeks the campaigns In all the
theaters of war have been waged by
the mea in the trenches: They have
proven that here Is the best method
.of fighting modern battle. The days
of spectacular cavalry charges, impos
ing advances of glittering masses of
man over open ground, have passed.

ill
Mi

Last, night at the Duncan opera
house the Elks presented "The Pri,'
vate Secretary," a three act
to an audience that packed
the half to capacity. The play- - was
well acted all through and produced
a great deal of laughter and applause.
The lines themselves are indescribably witty, and the situations are
All the characscreamingly funny.
ters made the most of their parts,
producing a play that was well worth
:.
going to see.
O. E. Morrison, in the character
of Mr. Cattermole, tne gay old sport
who insisted on having his name pronounced correctly, was especially
He acted to perfection the
good.
crusty yet kind hearted old individual
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EXTRA SPECIAL
Womerk's Suits

mils

iSTORC'Cr

EXTRA SPECIAL

QUALITY

Women's Suits up to

cunoo
ti.ri."

.

S20.00 Values Now $7.98
Lot No. 2

i
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In the House until December 25th

i

Made by Best Clothing Hanfacturers iin the world such
as Hirsch Wickvvire, Society Brand and Kirschbaum.

NOTHING RESERVED.

PALACE CLOTHING CO.
We Will

HoLve

Christmas Trees
Wreaths of all Kinds

Jfolly

-

Mistletoe

University,1 will return at the end of
the Christmas vacation.
George Hoffman, representing the
Loth Hoffman company of St. Louis,
CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
$100,000.00
Mo, was here today calling on the
au,uuu.uu
;
i l
local merchants.
pi
Miss Elizabeth Bell left today for
will
Raton.
return
her
home
at
She
affairs.
personal
E. J. Alturer of Denver was among at the expiration of the Christmas
vacation. Miss Bell is a student of
today's business arraivals.
R7 D. Van Houten of Shoemaker of the Normal University.
J. M, Cunningham, President
D. T. Hosklns. Cashier.
a
Miss Jennie Pearl Hutchinson,
came in last night to attend the per'
.
Frank Springer,
formance of the "Private Secretary" teacher at the New Mexico Normal
at the Duncan opera house.
University, left today 'for her home
A. MoCready of Raton was In La? near Denver. She will return for the
Vegas today to attend to railway busi opening of school on January 4, 1915.
Darn
ness.
Daley, an old time resident of
M. Potsch, who formerly was a resi- Las Vegas, arrived In town last night.
in town yesterday Mr. Daley wai an engineer on the lodent here, 'i-iye;
on a $usity
trip. Mr. Peach r cal division of the Santa Fe railroad
pointed manager cf for a considerable number of yeajs.
cently has $en
Miss Katherine Berry left today for
the terrltoryof Arizona for the Wye'.h
her home in Raton, She will remain
Hardware company.
Phil H. LeNoir will leave toi'ght for there over Christmas and New Year's,
Dallas, Tex., whence he will Visit qth,-e- r returning here early In January, tliss
"
CAFiTAL
large cities of the southwest. Mr. Berry Is a Btudent In the Normal
LeNoir recently wa elected secre- University.
OFFICE WITH THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK
tary of the Commercial club. He s Mrs. A. F, Morrissette and her
left
Elizabeth
Morrissette,
visiting the cities of Texas to gain daughter,
some ideas to use In connection with on train No. 1 today! for Albuquerque.
WM. G. HAYDON
. 4
President
his work.
They will make a short visit In the
KELLY
W.
H.
Duke
City.
Philip N. Sanchez of fltora and John
D. T. HOSKINS
Treasurer
Gandert o Holman arrived In. Las Ve- - MisB LiUu. B. Stallman left this af- i" .
nome
emoon
ner
no.
on
tram
tor
iu
gas last evening from Santa Fe. Gan
dert has been attending the meeting n Manhattan, Kan. Miss Stallman,
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
i a teacher in the .New Mexico
of the county assessors of the state,
:ind Sfl.np.hnx h,a hen in attnnriflnpn 'Normal University, will spend . the
at the meeting of the county commis- Christmas vacation In Kansas, returnsioners of New Mexico.
ing here in time for the opening of
ranza garrison of Naco, Sonora. Re- One entered the United States immiHill said today, however, that the
Under Sheriff Felipe Lopez left to. school on January 4, 1915.
C.
Mr.
F.
left
Lewis
Mrs.
and
today ports concerning the bullets, their gration offices and two struck a store. charge that his! men fired in this diday for Santa Fe ..taking with him J.
L. Vantine, who wgl be given a rest- - for Denver, where they will spend the probablebrigln and the damage done
The tiring' ;early today, however, rection on the theory that the shootMr. Lewis Is a are being systematically gathered by was of a ' 'listless sort. Most
dence in the state penitentiary for a Christmas vacation.
of the ing would foe blamed upon Maytorena
the ermy"pfflcers.
term of from oneyear to 15 months. teacher at the Normal. Unl verity.
bullets crossing the border seemed to was disproved by the tact that the
Thirty-eyeVantine pleaded guilty some time Mrs. Nellie Floyd left today for her
spent bullets were army officers to come trom Maytor-ena'- s families of many of the soldiers were
ago to an Indictment charging him home In Raton. Mrs. Floyd is a stu- gathered; by,-- two officers last night
lines; although occasional ones refugees on the American side. Ha
with obtaining possession of Peerless dent in the Normal University. She just east of .tha American town. Fouj were charged to General Hill's forces reasoned that the eoldiers would not
Check Protecting machines on the will return fnjhne for,the opening Of J bullet struck Jkouses and stores, here. defending Naco
intentionally endanger them.
pretense of repairing them, and then schooL
selling them to someone- efSe. .He was , Mao H. Donaldson left this afternoon
sentenced for selling a machine 'be- for Denver. He will spend his Christ
.family In Denlonging to the Charles Ilfeld company mas vacation with
here
ver,
mer
to
early In January,
of this city
returning
Joseph Talchert, a
chant. He obtained several machines 1915. Mr. Donaldson is a teacher in
.
by impersonating "the official repair the Normal University- - '
Miss Mary McMahon and Miss Mil
man of the Peerless Check Protecting
company, worklngj'severai cities of dred MoMahon left today for tbjjlr
'
:
home in pueblo, Colo., to spend the
the state In this manner. r ;
Bert Kraft; representing tne Union holidays. The Misses MoMahon are
Central Life Insurance company of students in the Normal University.
Cincinnati, Ohio, arrived in Las Vegas
today on train No. 1. Mr. Kraft rep
) resents the company in New Mexico.
He was here a few months ago, making several friends while here
Miss Ruth Anderson left on train
No. 1 today for Roswell. Miss Anderson is the daughter of Jlev. E. C. An
derson, formerly of Las Vegas, but
at the present time In Roswell. She
vacation
will spend the Christmas
with her parents, returning to this
city in January to resume her studies
(Continued From Page, One.)
at the New Mexico Normal JJaiyareJiy.
,

,

and a nice lot of Plants and
Supplies for Christmas

....

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID..ON TIME DEPOSITS

'

i

j

PERRY ONION

Fboa. Main 276

BEN LEWIS

Mrs. F. M. Lyon left today for Albuquerque. Mrs. Lyon came. here, a few
days ago to take charge of the Baily
Curio store until Mrs. Baily could, resume management.
H. H. Riley of La Junta came in
yesterday evening to attend to some

a Fine Lot of

'

Mrs. M. Tischler left today for. Den
ver. Mrs. Tischler has been visiting
her
and daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Greenclay of this city,
for several weeks. She has made

PERSONALS

son-in-la- w

George Lange of Trinidad vTas here
today on business.
T. J. Hoffman of Watrou&'was here
today to look after some affairs.
Bias Sanchez, editor of the Wagon
Mound Pantagraph, was in town today.
Initial

letter paper and initial

cor-

respondence card at Murphey's Drug
Store. Adv.
R. A. Shearer, a rancher from the
Mineral Hill district, was la town today.
H. Ligou, a Raton .business man,
was here today to attend to some af-

.

fairs. :
The Y. M. C. A. develops the best
there is iu a boy. Remember the poor
boy at Christmas time. Adv.
F. Scrauger and Chris Peterson of
Cherryvale were in town today purchasing supplies.
In Union
, Salome Garcia, a rancher
county, came Into town last night to
attend to some business affairs. ;
Liggett'! chocolates," tne best and
purest candy made, at Murphey's Drug
"
Store. Adv.
VeLas
in
arrived
M.
Emerson
A,
gas last night from Denver. He will
make a short stay here.
Why do fathers who have belonged
to Y. M. C. A. give their boys memberships? A Christmas hunch. Adv.
C. W. Woody and wife were here
today. Mr. Woody la a rancher from
the neighborhood of Dilia.
Beautiful designs, graceful chapes,
handpainted
rich finish In Imported
Store.
China at Murphey't Drug
Adv.
N. P. Lund, a contractor and build-

er, came in yesterday evening from
his home at Shoemaker.
Morton Stern arrived in Las Vegas
yesterday afternoon from Columbia,
Missouri, where he has been In attendance at the University of Missouri. Mr. Stern is studying journalism. He will stay here until after
"
' V.
Christmas.,
The most elegant line of French
toilet preparaperfumes and
tions ever shown In the city at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.
J. D, Hand, a prominent rancher
from Onava, was In town today makbn- . u."
ing some purchases,

many-friend-

during her stay.

;

Miss Flossye;,pigoee, a, student at
the New Mexico Normal University,
eft on train No. 1 today for her home
at Encino. She will return to Las
Vegas at the expiration of the Christ
mas vacation..

Hupmobilo passed through Las
Vegas last evening on Its way from
Panama City, Panama, to the coast.
The machine contained H. S. Sims,
Louis Dawson, Sam Grenley and T.
F. Fons.
James K. Nugent of Jersey City, N.
J., was In Las Vegas today. Mr. Nu
gent Is staying at Harvey's ranch.
"Bill" Hosklns arrived In Las Ve
gas yesterday afternoon from Champaign, 111., where he has been attend
ing the University of Illinois. Mr.
Hosklns is studying electrical engi
neering.
Edgar Larson, a former resident of
.as Vegas, arrived here yesterday on
tis, way to the coast from Boston,
Mass. Mr. Larson was
at one of the Las Vegas schools in
ormer years. He is at the present
Ime head buyer of the shoe depart
ment of the Fifth Avenue store in Los
..
Angeles.
S. H. Barnes came in last night from
Colorado Springs, Oolo., for a short
business visit.
Dan Sheehan of Denver was a bus
iness visitor here today.
Duncan Graham of Denver, repre
senting the Lmqulst Cracker company
was In town today calling on the
trade.
H. Eeslnger, of Albuquerque; was
here today to attend to some affairs.
Mr. Essinger is a Duke City business
A

"

man.
R. T. Jones arrived in Las Vegas
He will make

ast night from Denver.
a short stay here.

was

R. H. Mirise of Trinadad
I
town today.
.mil .

in

the aluminum pan

firs.

This proves .that

5
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Aluminum Utensils

"FOX'

FOX,
NATURAL

utensils have

SKUNK,

you food and expense, time and tem

or

'

per.
utensil Is made
Each "Wear-Eyie- r'
without joints, seams or solder, from
WEAfMVER thick' lLard sheet
Inum. Strong, light to
TVlrtll$ handle. cannot rxst'
aTOwinum cannot form Pl80n0uS
rOcDC"! compounds with acid
ru,ta or f0odS' practlc
j!?u
everlasting .
TRADE MARK

y

'

Renlace utensils that wear out with
utensils that
F."

"Wear-Ever.-

3. GEHMNG,

"

Hardware

'

RED

become heated throughout more quick
Food there17 than enamel utensils.
fore can be cooked In aluminum ware
with less fear of scorching and with
"Wear-Ever- "

BULLETS

W

MARTEN
NATURAL
RACCOON
BLACK

Prices Range from

S12.S0 to $110.00

FLYING

.

Mmm

THE SAME AS
EVER

DETACHABLE

Fort sill began passing Ihroflgh W
city today on their way to Nacoi Ari
zona. General Hurgh L. Scott is expected today

'

M

'...-

f

-

W. Browne, left on train No. 1
-:
Browne
today . for Alhuquerqu$J--;1Vn.who Is a member of the firm of
Browne and Manzanares of this city,
will return on Sunday.
Miss Christine Mair left this afternoon for Dawson.. Miss. Mair, who Is
a student In the New Mexico Normal
M.

,:;..

.td

j

q"S

'.Mi'

SjoiJ;:

-
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Still Firing Across Border
Naco, Ari;, Dec. 18. Stray bullets
from the Mexican ercte erossed the
American line last night and early
today, during the usual bombardment
of the Maytorena trenches by the Car1-

-
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J

At
'
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.

(
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;ALL GUARJWTEEDr;:.

Your Bed Linen and All Flat
Pieces Are Ironed
. You cannot afford to do
your family washing at homo
with all the dangers that winter weather has on your
health.
Our Laundry will do" your "washing In a manner that
will please you. Wo will iron your flat work, starch and
dry your wearing apparel la an absolutely sanitary way.
At our charge of 8c per pound for the entire service you
will find it really economical.
.
t
PHONE 81 AND OUR WAGON WILL CALL

.
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J
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LAS VEGAS LAUNDRY

In

ii

1
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IN

FOR LADIES OR

$3.15 and Up

Thomas D. Bowen repor-.d-man,: United Tfa' 9 rice .. consul,
now"nere for luvebtigatlon. "

,.ihas

-

IllOLESS

Suit Case Size

American Imprisoned
Douglas, Ariz., Dec. 18. C. Lockhart
of
and H. H. Sutton, chauffeurs
DoTTglas, are "being held prisoners and

their automobiles have been confis
Christmas vacation.
cated
by the Maytorena troops at
Miss Agnes Murptiy went to Raton
Sonora, according to a re- Fronteras,
today on train No. 10. , She will j re-

aryNl?15.

GRA Y

less fuel.

"

n..tt..h
LYNX

W

n

i

Hufls and Scarfs

sriJ&pejf3St

030,000.00

ice-President

FQMF

Hold by the edges an aluminum pan
and an enamel pan of .the same site, from trappers.
Genuine Furs. No middlemen's pro
so that the sides opposite your hands
small flame. .You witoVf fit. I Jove savs ffbra
are In

hMB YEGMSi SAVINGS BANE
croan

Miss Mildred HornDeinleIt "Hoday
for Denver, where she will spend the
holidays, ghe arrived In Las Vegas
yesterday from Gallup, in which town
she hai' been teaching school.
Miss Gladys McVay left today for
Before ibuylng see our line of
Raton. Miss MoVay, who is a student
in the New Mexico Normal University,
will spend the holidays In the mountain city, returning at the end of the
us
direct
skins
bought by
made from

:
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The Optic covers Las Vegas like a blan
ket, guaranteeing that everybody will see your ad.

THE RATE 15 CHEAP.

The camp has a brasai band, an orpaper. The censorship of incoming chestra and several glee clubs. Sevmail has caused soma, annoying de- eral squads have been organized for
lays; letters from Germany are often gymnastic and military drill, and there
In a handwriting difficuit to decipher. are occasional exhibitions by prisonLetters from the United States are ers iby gymnastics and acrobatics.
Religious services are held on Sunmore satisfactory, a large propoition
of them are in typewriting and many day by both Catholics and Protestcharacter. ants. Oqe of the prisoners is a Gerare of purely business,
Nothing relating to the war passes the man pastor. He was given a chance
of release, but preferred to remain, decensors,
i
a camp library from which claring that he could do better work
There
is
" "
OUEENSFERRY, ENGLAND. CON
rtysiutJULB luuy irtjrivw nw&s ur nancy within the camp than outside.
TAINS REMARKABLE COLLECcharacter. Newspapers are forbidden
TION OF FOREIGNERS
in all the camps. Facilities are given
the postoffice for the receipt of
by
Chester, England, Dec. 18 The conand all sums are accounted
money,
centration camp at Queensferry, ten
for and paid out as the prisoner dimiles from Cheater, now contains
rects.
more than 2,200 aliens.
Prisoners who have money can take
The camp Is housed In a score f
advantage of the "canteen," where
spacious factory buildings formerly special tariff lists for purchases of
occupied 'by a firm of boiler makers. all kinds are posted.
The buildings set aside for dormitory
Much of the routine work of govpurposes are divided into "wards,"
erning the camp is lone Iby the pris"blocks," and "bays." All the buIM-3ng- s oners themselves. There is a head
are solidly built, and the sleeping
captain for each "block," a captain
and living quarters are by no means for each "bay," and the various bays
crowded, the number gt mou in each are again broken up into messes, un"ward being dictated iby the cubic feet
der charge of petty orncers. All these
ef air epace, with due consideration officers are chosen by vote of the men
for matters of light, ventilation and themselves. The captains, and head
beating.
captains hold stated meetings at
A central heating plant, formerly which
they consider and .adopt regu
the factory power house, furnishes lations for the conauct of camp af
steam heat and hot water for all the fairs.
buildings. There are waHh houses
The commandant and his adjutant
with hot and cold showers at conven- have office hours during which they
ient points about the camp.
may be seen on any matters whieft
The men have shown considerable the captains wish to bring to their atRack your
use
interest in decorating their rooms. tention. Any prisoner is privileged
logic
judgSome of the wards, containing from to appeal for the remedy of grievv
ment
lour to ten men, are creemated in al ances.
help you guess,
The occupations with which the
leged imitation of familiar hotels,
conjecture!
ships or streets. Sign boards, painted men busy themselves are as various
xvSLh more or less
if you really
elaboration, direct as the callings and trades represented.
the visitor to "Villa Emden" an im- A number of men devote themselves to
back
veil of
itation of the famous German cruiser, to constructing models of steam and
"'Stadt Hamburg," "Unter den Linden" sailing ships, and derive some profit mystery, see
aind "Windsor Castle."
from their skill by offering their hanEach man is provided with three diwork to the highest bidders. Some
blankets and a mattress for his bunk. with a less mechanical turn undertake
There are a few "day rooms," fitted outside work, such as leveling, laying
up for lounging and for indoor games ashes, using the tar (brush and paintsuch as checkers, dominoes, chess and ing. An attempt has been made 'by
cards. No gambling is allowed.
the trade unions to put a stop to this
The hospital contains provisions for activity on the ground that the labor25 patients, and is amply equipped ers are not paid union rates. A few
with medical and surgical appliances. men occupy their leisure in painting
.A resident medical officer is in charge water colors.
with two sanitary officers who conThere la plenty of opportunity for
most stupendous,
tinually inspect all pats of the camp. sports. Football and boxing are popu-- ;
Bvery new prisoner lg submitted to lar, and prisoners without skill ati
a rigid examination, and the medical these sports occupy themselves at slm- - moving picture play of
officer keeps regular office hours, dur- pie outdoor games, some of them quite :ne umes.
ing which any resident may consult juvenile in character. Model boat sail- liim without charge. Every man whom ing on a small sheet of water adjoifi- Cost $200,000
pro-luc- e
3ie sees is given a card on which are ing the compound has a number of
first
films.
ntered his name, the nature of his devotees.
German and Austrian schoolmas-men- t
complaint, and the prescribed treat-Cases of severe illness are Bent ters, university graduates, and college
to civil hospitals In London. The gen- - professors have united to form the action in every foot of
eral health of the
la8 been - faculty of a camp school, which offers l.he reels.
cullent.
j day
,
anj evening classes for men and
The camp postoffice handles about boys. The average crally and
nightly
A
'
will set
2,500 outgoing letters each week, and attendance is very nigh, specially in
s rather larger amount of
Incoming 'the lecture courses. The currlculm :his
mail. All letters are read by censor, ia ott the lines of "higher eduction,"
2uessing.
mna outgoing mail Is limited to two including courses in
theology, history,
man
No
letters a
letter Entrlish literature and language, main-etn- a Read the next installment in Thurs-day'per week.
issue of The Optic.
may be longer than can bp writ'ea on
tics and navigation.
two sides of an ordinary sheet of note

A CONCENTRATION

CAtIP IS FULL

ES

This

and Five Cents!

ed down an opinion by Supreme Court
R. H. Hanna In the case of
Eugenio Romero, plaintiff in error, vs

DON'T MISS THIS.
slip, enclose five cents to Foley and
Co., Chicago, 111., writing your name
and address clearly. You will receive
in return a free trial package containing Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
for coughs, colds and croup. Foley

But
draw

i

WINS

ROMERO

ii

COLU

homesteads; advance Information; counties Sam Miguel, Guadalupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; will give
sections subject to entry; retainer
fee ?1; pay typewriting. Ira M.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,

d.

supreme court after reversing the stomach, liver and bowels, and re
stores energy and cheerfulness. Price
case, affirming it upon rehearing.
The state supreme court today hand 50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv

Five cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words,
Cati. in advance preferred.

Varited
WANTED A good cook; good Wf.ges
520 Washington.
FIRST CLASS dressmaking. Prices
reasonable. 1103 Lincoln avenue.

For

timist

FOR RENT Large nicely furnished
room, wit, stove; suitable for one
or two men. No sick. Phone Main
321.

The

FOR QUEER

t

The str caused in London recently
by the pet pig escorting an American
lady recalls other instances where pigs
have played the role of faithful companions.
In Persia, although the law forbids,
pigs are cherished, not as butcher'9
meat, but as companions. Some years
ago the British consul there had a pet
pig which attended him when shooting, "pointed" the birds, and then retrieved them. The careless servants
could not be trusted to keep it Indoors,
and It tracked its master by scent. ,

Sir Waller Scott had a fondness for
a story much

pigs, and Lockhart tells
like the above.

Lord Gardenstone, an eminent Scots
udge, had a great regard for pigs.
One slept In his bed at night until It
became unwieldy, then it slept upon
his clothes, arranged on the floor for
.t3 convenience.
Sir William Jones had a fancy for
'Ttoites. It is recorded by a friend
the great man that after dinner he

vould suddenly shout, in a loud voice:
"Othello!" and a very large turtle responded, crawling from the next room.
:t usually made its way to Sir Wil
liam's chair and there remained, he
feeding it with food especially to Its
liking.
One of the strangest instances where

a freak pet was allowed unusual freedom happened at Liverpool some years."
go, when a gentleman walked up
:'rom the docks with a lion in attendance. Ab he pointed out to the magis
trate, It was evidently an amiable
3
creature, for it did not resent the arrest of its master. The court, howFOR SALE Residence, eight rooms, ever, I thought otherwise, and steps
bath, sun room, hot water heat 1102 were taken to avoid a recurrence.
Eighth street. Call at houBe or
Room 19 Crockett block.
Plague ef Moths In England.
The diamond-bacmoth, a serlmi
FOR SALE 7 registered
Durham pest for plants of the brassica tr!h
cows.
K.
San
H.
Apply
Leonard,
particularly awedes. turnins and cah.
Jose, N. M., or L. Sands.
bages, is doing heavy damage to the
crops in Norfolk, Lincolnshire and
sur- Cumberland, England. The last plague
IF YOU can use a good
was In 1891. As the arreen catnmii.
rey, sleigh for two horses, horse lars of
this moth are only about halt
clipping machine, Beard Bros, safe, an Inch long, the trouble
is sometimes
600 lbs. The price is about half the not
easily recognized until It In
value. Phone Main 174 or see M. late. The moth Is light brown, shaded
FOR RENT Suite of housekeeping
rooms. 1103 Lincoln. Phone 367.

thrilling, interesting

For CrJ

mm,.

&

i

v

Intense dramatic

k

csp

pno:mn bod.
New York Salesrooms

32 Warren Street

two-hors- e

Meriden

Connecticut

PETS

Horses, Dogs and Cats Not the Only
Animals Made the Companions
of Man.

f

FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
or without board. 710 Grand.

.:

a

FONDNESS

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
RATES FOR CLASIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS

the

s

mm
-

18. Judge W. W.
Gas in the stomacn comes from food
of Roswell is in Santa Fe which has fermented. Get rid of this
to perfect an appeal to the United badly digested food as quickly as pos
States supreme court in the case of Bible if you would avoid a bilious at
the state against Lillle C. Klasner con- tack; HERBINE is the remedy you
victed of larceny of calves, the state need. It cleanses and strengthens the

(BdUCJ

Leave at

Bluebird pin, between Pot
ter's Candy store and Columbia avenue.
Return to Potter's, and receive reward.

Santa Fe, Deo.

want

feature that
whole community

Automobile crank.
Optic and get reward.

Gatewood

brains
let

to
set of

LOST

LOST

OUT

The Trey
O' Hearts

the

S6e OPTIC

William Mcintosh, defendant in error.
from San Miguel county. Judgment
had been given in the lower court
against Eugenio Romero for $6,492,
with interest at the rate of six per
cent from July 18, 1906, for the cur- Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic
Tablets. For sale in your town by ring of timber on lands claimed by
0. G. Schaefor and Red Corss Drug Mcintosh in the Manzano mountains,
The Judgment is reversed by the su,CO.
AdV.
prerae court and the case remanded
.
for ..new trial.

Lystery!

your

Lost

Justice
Cut out this

L. Cooloy,

,

wit in

BTmv,
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EESTAUBAHT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
tXST GOODS OBTAIN ABU ALWAYS BANDLSS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

e School

Ma-soni-

I-

-

blue-flam- e

a

CO

$93,-74-

lt,..

.

CHILDREN

Will 811

RATON ALMOST

SURE

TO GET FLOUR HILL

CIIRlSTfJAS CAROLS
WHO WISH
TO HEAR
THOSE
HOLIDAY MUSIC SHOULD PUT
A CANDLE IN WINDOW

WILL HAVE CAPACITY OF ABOUT
100 BARRELS A DAY, ACCORDING TO PLAN

children will
Choirs of sweet-voiceing carols on Christmas eve in front
of all the houses in Las Vegas in the
indows of which are displayed can
dles to show that the music will be
elcome. The members of the First
Methodist, First Presbyterian, First
Baptist, First Christian and Episcopal
Sunday schools will sing the carol3.
nder the direction of the Las Vegas
Music and Art society the different
bands of singers have been drilling on
e ancient Christmas hymns.
Early Christmas eve they will start
out on their music mission, to each
band being given a specified district
the city to cover. Each band will
be accompanied hy several grown persons as chapsrones. At each house
here the carols are sung the resi
dents will be given an opportunity to
make a donation toward a new mater
nity ward at the Las Vegas hospital.
This Is to be located In a building
ected especially for it. It is badly
needed, as the physicians and nurses
realize the desirability of handling obstetrical cases under the best possible
conditions.
The children will not sing before
any house without the candle In the
indow to show that they are Invited.
Further announcement regarding tue
nglng of the carols will be made in
the near future.

(From the Raton Range)
An interesting meeting of business
men was held last evening at the Bus
iness Men's association headquarters,
President Fugate presiding. An Infor
mal report from the mill committee
showed good progress being made In

d

ELK ARE COMING
Santa Fe, Dec. 18. Game and Fisli
Warden T. C. de Baca heard from Yel
New Mexico will likely be ready for
shipment by New Year's, as the elk
are coming down from the hills.

the solicitation of stock subscriptions.
Much enthusiasm was manifested by
those present in the undertaking,
which is now assured beyond any reasonable doubt. An extended discussion on the best methods to be pursued in getting the new mill under
way at the earliest possible moment
resulted in the extending of a call for
a meeting of all stockholders to formally decide the mooted question as to
whether the mill, to start with, shall
or a
be of
capacity. The consensus of opinion expressed last evening was to Initiate the
enterprise on the basis of a
mill, allowing the project to be start
ed at once with the funds on hand,
now almost sufficient to place a fully
mill
in
equipped, modern
operation. The large warehouse of
the Pioneer Mercantile company on
South First street has been mentionThe build
ed as a suitable building.
ing has four floors, each capable of
bearing all the weight that could be
placed upon them and Ideally adapted
for mill arrangement. In order to get
ready for the business; of next fall, it
is believed best to place the new mill
in operation as soon as possible,' addunit as soon as
ing another
conditions demand it. Definite action,
however, will be taken up at the
stockholders meeting next Monday
evening.
100-barr-

Saya Doctor

Dr. 3. T. R. Neal, Greenville, So.
Car., says that in his 30 years of ex
perience he has found no preparation
j for the kidneys equal to Foley Kidney
In 50c and $ 1.00 sizes. Best you
j Pills.
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Florence N. Moore to apply three sec- - for one second foot to be pumped out
end feet from the Pecos river to irri- - lot the Pecos to irrigate 76 ares.
gate 222 acres: The project is a
Miss Beligna Gallegos today flleiJ
pumping enterprise.
with the state engineer a declaration
ifl. M.
Biggs, the lumberman of to renew old water rights filed upon
G'hama, has withdrawn hia applica by her late husband, Ventura Galletion for the waters of Boulder and gos, for water from Gallegos ditch to
Stinking Lakes. Mr. Biggs finding irrigate 64 acres.
that the waters are too alkaline and
also insufficient in quantity to justify
Lame back may come from over
the irrigation project he had planned. work, cold settled In the muscles of
Notice of intention to take- - three the back, or from disease. In the two
second feet from Dry Arroyo to irri- former cases the right, remedy Is
gate 100 acres on the S
Sec. 20 BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It
T. 29 N. R. 10 E. was filed today with should be rubbed In thoroughly over
the state engineer's office by John the affected part, the relief will be
W. Nickel
of Tres Piedras, Taos prompt and satisfactory. Price 25c.
county.
50c, and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
E. A. Hartshorn of Carlsbad applied Central Drug Co. Adv.
4

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H. W. KeUy, President
Jacob Gross, Vice-Pres- t.
Clarence Wen, Secy. & Treas.
Donald Steward.
C. C. Bobbins.

buy for backache, rheumatism.
(ji kidney and bladder ailments. O. G.
'Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv., '

,

THE STATE ENGINEER
Santa Fe, Doc. 18. State Engineer
.TameB A French today granted a certificate of construction and license to

0

Kast Las Vegas, N. M.
Albuauerque, N.M.
Poos, N. M.
Trinidad, Colo.

Eowe.N. M.
Santa Fe, N- M.

GROSS KELLY & CO.
IN0OHPGRATED

Wholesale Grocers
WOOL. HIDES
PELTS, LUMBER.
.
BAIN WAGONS
NAVAJO BLANKETS
EAGLE HAY PRESSES
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Best For Kidneys
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CHAPMAN LODGE NO. X, A. f.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are oor
The board of regeVts of the New teachers on its faculty, it will
J. T. Buhler, PreaV
pay
A. M. Regular com- dialiy welcome.
Mexico Normal University has sub these, durin;? the
coming year, the
amd dent; Mrs. J... T, Buhler, Secretary;
munication
first
mitted its annual report to th gover- - sum of $23,400, or au average or
m C. H. Baily, Treasurer.
third Thursday
or, snowing a decided Increase in the
month. VUltfng
ten
size of the institution and making an
The board advocates tho giving of
brothers cordially la MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC k
urgent demand for a new building.
tuition free above the training school. thed. Guy li Caxy. W. 14., H. a. Van
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
"There is not' a room in the build
Lcve at O. It. C. hall, on the second
Many persons who are desirous of bec Peuea. Secretary.
ing that is adequate to its require oming teachers are unable to
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
pay the
munts," says the report. "There is tuition charged, even
it is LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, 8 p, m. J. S. Nelson. Consul; G.
though
imperative need for a new building comparatively small. The
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Loregents
if ' this school continues to do its duty
would put. the profession within the
conclave second Tues-- ' cal Deputy. Visiting members are es- ular
to' the state and to maintain the hiwh
o
reach of all who can nualify.
dey In each month at
pecJally welcome and cordially Invited.
Standard it has attained."
M.
H.
7:30
Dr.
m.
at
The
p.
shows
Temple
that
report
the
number
''"The report then goes on to give in
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets eectnd aaa
stances of the crowded condition in of Btudents in the school has increased Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
330
fourth Thursday
cent
since 1898. At
eac
nearly
per
evening
the building.
that
month
time
at W.' O. W. hall. Vleltici
195 students en- LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYwere
there
''The rooms In which Industrial
AL ARCH MAS0N8 Regular convo brothers cordially Invited Howard T.
branches are taught are so small that rolled. This year there are 639 pupils
cation first Monday In each Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy,
enrolled.
Last
were
there
year
572,
it was necessary to told classes lit
month at Masonlo Temple
an
increase
8?
this
of
snowing
year
flight during '.he last summer Scnco!.
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar, KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNa
of over 15 per cent.
students,
gain
i lie classes in
are
cooking anl sewing
H.: P.; F. O. Blood, Secra-The
CIL NO. 804 Meeta second a&4
also
shows
in
report
the
that
taught in a room that has 1,316 square crease
xt
of
fourth
tary.
has
in
late
been
years
is
Thursday in O. R. O. halJ
In
feet
its floor surface. In this
Pioneer bunlding. Vlsdtinp member
above the training school. Over
i
room are 16 desks, occupying
160 grades
O. O. P. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. are
90 per cent of the academic and nor
cordially invited. Colbert CL
square feet; five sewing tables and
4. Meets every Monday evtning at Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, P. s.
mal Btudents who have quit school
three serving tables, occupying 150
are
in teaching. The school their hall on Sixth street All visitsng
square feet; 38 chairs, one range, one has engaged
brethern cordially Invited to attend.
286 students..
GEO. H. HUNKER
graduated
two
stove,
cupboards, four
A.
T. Rogers, Sr., N. G.;.W. W. Smith,
Attorney-at-LaThe
report contains some interest
sewhig machines", five dress forms,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Las
East
on
Karl
data
cost
Vegas, New. Mexico.
the
the
state
must
ing
Secretary;
30
and, at least onca a day,
people.
More than 100 students recite In this bear in producing a teacher. A second Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgeock,
W. P. BOAL, M. D.
grade teacher, who has been in school Cemetery Trustee.
room every day."
Office at Residence 708 Lincoln Avfc
for eight years, will mean an exof
school
the
Every department
B. P.
Calls answered day or night.
ELKS Meets second and
needs room In which to expand, ac pense to the state of $400. A first
(....
i...
fourth
of
evenlne
each
Tuesday
wno
nas
j.
scnool
in
been
leaguer,
cording to the regents. They state
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
that $15,000 a year for four years for lor j j years, means an expense of month Elks' home on Ninth street
and
Dsntltt
avenue.
$816.
A
brothers
Douglas
Visiting
the
professional teacher,
building purposes is requisite to the
Dental wort of any descrtptloa
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Springever
who
highest
has
grade
given,
school.
the
of
proper growth
moderate price
Besides the $60,000 for the now been in school for a period of 14 er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
Room 1, Center Block. Office Pho
cretary.
costs
state
this
years,
$1,124.
When
sum
asks
the
for the
school
building,
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 41 a
of $5,000 as an emergency fund prop cne takes into consideration the benAND
KNIGHTS
LADIES
efit
the
SECURstate
OF
a
derives
from
teacher,
erly to take chargeot the summer
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets In
LOCAL TJ.'.'t
school, which, nextsfcaF, is expected it is readily seen that the cost of proW.
O. W
duction
hall. Sixth street, on the
is
low.
to be the biggest in the history of
exceedingly
first and third Mondays of each
0
the, institution. The regents also The school handled the sum of
Cast Bound
sum month at 8 p. m, Visiting brothers
during the year. Of-t- his
ask for $50,000 to take care of sal
Arrive
O. L. No.
aries, equipment, books, repairs, etc. $62,000 was received from the state and Ladies always welcome.
!:t0 p. m..... 7:41 p. &
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont No.
"The salaries are inadequate," reads auditor's office.
... .il:M p. m
ll:l p, ,
The regents and faculty) of the ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow, No. .... 1:25 a. m
the report. "Many teachers have been
I:tt Y
offered higher pay for conducting in- school are to be complimented on their Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. No.
p. m..... !:
p. 0,
l;It
stitutes or accepting positions in oth- efficient management of the Institu- W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Watt Bounf
er schools. They have remained with tion's affairs during the past year. The Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. Ml
Arrive
Depart
the institution only through a sense school has shown a remarkably rapid
No. 1.... 1:10 p. in
t.
BROTHERHOOD
of loyalty. The school asks that this growth. With another building the FRATERNAL
NO No.
1:15 a. to...,. t:4S k. K,
102 Meeta every Monday
unselfishness should be rewarded. The school's possibilities will be vastly in
night to No. ?..-- . 1:20 i. m
(:It p. &U. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a1 No. I
ins'titutioh has, at the present time, 23 creased.
7:t
p. m
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Normals Imperative Need
Is an Additional Building

lowstone Park today that the elk for
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CLASSU1ED ADS soarch out tho people to whom
uto
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most

tho

wlio

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people ho
read the ads In this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless it were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical "instruments.
WANT ADS are inexpensive,
FIED. Try Hem,
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PHOTOPLAY
Tonight
"Bunny's Little Brother" 2 reel
Vitagrapb. comedy featuring
Jay Dwiggins, John - Bunny
and Flora Finch; "The Girl at
the Throttle," serisatlorjtf railroad story. - Third of the
"Hazards of Helen" Berles.

GADNER

REPRESENTATIVE
TELLS OF DELAYS

RAISE

IN

GET-TIN-

TO SEA

DAILY OPTIC. FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

18, 1914.
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MARKET

the delay.
their
holiday
expect
confidently
'to exceed those of last year.

OFF

-3

FOR RENT Modern furnished flat,
heated. 511 Ninth street.

One

Telephone Main

ing Christmas

Fancy Fresh Tomatoes.

Fancy Call. Head Lettuce,
SPECIALS IN WINDOW
Washington. Dec. 18. Represent
US
HAVE
YOUR
ORDER
LET
(Continued from Page One)
tive Gardner was the principal witness
PAGE FURNITURE AND UNtodav before the house naval commit
FOR CHRISTMAS
DERTAKING CO.
TURKEY.
r
8, long siaiemem ro
read
tee.
He
account
investment
and the property
- CELERY
Phone Vegas 114
611 6th St,
for investigation
for that fiscal year, were not avail nnrt of his proposal
LOCAL
national defenses by a special
CAULIFLOWER
able, the war was unforeseen and the of the
r
n
results of our order were, of courwe, commission,
GREEN BEANS .
"t am here to ask you to appropriate
QOERNOR IS" MERCIFUL
yet to come. Collectively they present
recwood.
Main
Coal
and
new
of
Telephone
ships
number
Santa Fe, Dec. 18. Governor Mcfor the full
a new situation."
,
WAX BEANS
board 47. Adv.
naval
the
Donald
general
ommended
by
today extended executive clemThe commission issued this order:
said.
construction,"
to
Anastacio.i'Mendez, aged 16
he,
' "It Is ordered (hat
BELL
PEPPERS
this
for
year's
ency
here
respondents
Be sure and visit Murphey's Drug
rest
the
with
war
to
was sentenced from Dona
who
we
had
gone
years,
in be, and they are hereby, authoriz "If
BRUSSELS SPROUTS
in Store during gift buying season. Adv.
powers
early
class
to the state reform school
first
Ana
of
the
county
to publish and file, by not less than
no
less
that
realize
for two years, of which sentence he
FANCY NAYAL ORANGES
ten days' notice to the interstate com- August do you
cent neckwear now on sale
out1 battleships would not
Fifty
of
nine
served 22 months.. The superinhas
than
merce commission, and to the general
We nave for 23c Talcbert's. Ady.
to
fight?
of the school recommended
tendent
boen
have
ready
to
manner
prescribed
public In the
con18,
torpedo
22
the
15
destroyers,
cruisers,
pardon, stating that Mendez's
Section Six of the act to regulate comOld Taylor Whlrtey and Sherwood
he
that
and
and
excellent
perhaps
had
been
submarines
five
duct
beats,
do
merce, schedules of rates which
Adv.
Bar.
at
.
the
consideration.
Opera
Rye
ships
favorab'e
deserves
not exceed the limits or transgress tae a dozen miscellaneous, fighting
the battlelimitation stated and prescribed in kept in cold storage with
our
Coal and wood. Telephone Main
Grocer and Baker
ships. Eighty fighting vessels of
aid report
bat- 47. Adv.
for
available
CHRISTMAS BUSINESS
not
are
"It is further ordered that the per- modest navy
an
in
emergency."
tle
mission hereby granted does not waive
Let the Murphey Drug Store settle
GROWING IN VOLUME
any of the requirements of the comCommencing on Monday the local
at- your Christmas gift problems. Adv.
to
here
came
who
lloeea
English,
mission's published rules relative to
8
o'clock
will
until
be open
postoffice
P.
the construction and filing of tariff tend the funeral of hlg uncle, J.
"The Trey o' Hearts," fifth episode. every evening up to and including
2
No.
on
train
THERE IS NO "SHOPPING," EVERYpublications, nor any of the provisions Flint, left last evening
Christmas Eve,
The Browne tonight only. Adv.
BODY BEING ENGAGED IN
of the act to regulate commerce, which for his home in Waynoka, Okla.
notice
to
as
the
REAL BUYING
except
vas amended,
There is a good skating on all the
Order your revenue cancellors now.
Subscribe for The Optic.
to be given."
of
in
dams
the
Agua Pura company
Optic Pub. Co.
the canyon with the execption of No.
The remarkable thing about the be- Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged 0, according to a report received from
season in the Greater
Hot
to
wood.
in
Direct from the distillery
Springs today.
Las Vegas stores thiB year is that
LET US HAVE YOUR CHRISTMAS ORDER
ynu. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
According to the report of Volun- - there has been absolutely no shopping
teer
Observer Lewis of the Normal In former years people began looking
any
hose,
Shoes,
leggings, gloves;
LETTUCE
CELERY
OYSTERS
CHICKENS
TURKEYS'
or all would make a fine Christmas University, the temperature yesterday at articles several weeks before Christ-tooHUNT'S DELICIOUS FRUITS
MINCE MEAT
TOMATOES
a sudden jump. The maximum jmas, going from one store to another
present See our window. Hedgcock's.
recorded was a way up, the highest and comparing prices and articles to
Adv.
STYLE FRUIT CAKE
RUSSIAN
OXFORD FRUIT CAKES
bo procured. Occasionally they repoint being 52 degrees The mffiimi'
ALLKGUETTI
SHELLED PECANS, WALNUTS AND ALMONDS
The sweetest and purest candy In als was very high for lliis'time of 'quested that certain articles be laid
A SPLENDID LINE OF CHRIST- CHOCOLATES AND FRUITS
the city at Murphey's Drug Store. In year, the thermometer showing 21 'away, to be called tor later,
'
.
This year one would not have
"i "
"'
handsome, ribbon tied embossed boxes degrees as the lowest temperature last
MAS CANDIES.
known that Christmas was approach- from 10c to $5 a box. Adv.
night.
jing until the beginning of this week.
Then the rush began, but this time it
S65
in
a pair
comfortable evenings
I
M. W. Browne, secretary
of the L
b ,
Peorle
and ot sn0D1)ini,
of those Comfy slippers for women, board
of regents oft he New Mexico lsppmP(, tn awaken a,i ttt once to the
to be had at Hedgcock's; 85c a pair. Normal
University, in sending out the 'fact that Cnrlstniag was drawing
Adv. checks to the teachers today, 'comfortabiy near
those who had
attached to each a card wishing the 'faiwa to make their holiday purchas-recipieWaited Woman for,, cooking and
a Merry Christmas and a'
. a rPHllIt tha storp8 havfi ,been
general housework. 1054 Seventh.
Happy New Year from the school.
filled, day and night; with purchasers.
Adv.
'.
.
The merchants eay that while the
Christmas
trade began late it is mak- and instructive
Seventeen quart enamel dish pan.
Interesting
pro
Good quality uniform gray mottling grams for the four Sunday evenings
on heavy steel base. Strong handles. beginning December 20 have been ar
A, remarkable value.
Sale price;, 40c. ranged by Rev. Royal A. Simonds, pasof th?s
tKe
r
tor of the First Methodist church.
F. J. Gehring. Adv.
we'wiJI sell Good Cooking
Character sketches of "Elijah, the ImThe Elks wish to express thanks pulsive, "Esau, the
a"tf8 "Isaac, the
to Phil H. LeNoir for the efficient "Jacob-Israel- "
will be given in the order
work he did in advertising the performance of "The Private Secretary." named. On each occasion there will
be excellent musical selections. It Is
School at the New Mexico Normal the intention of Rev. Mr. Simonds to
SHOPPING DAYS
University closed at noon today. It make the Sunday evening services of
will reopen on January 4, 1913.
articular profit to students of the
Bible. The subjects will be dealt with
Men's, women's ad children's slip in a way that will make them inter
pers in designs and materials many. esting to the careful student of Holy
10.00 Leather Seat
$5.85 for
Just the thing for a Christmas present Writ as well as to the man or woman
or every day remembrance. Get them who has not the time nor the ability
Rocker
to hunt out the most beautiful lesat Hedgcock'B. Adv.
YOUR
sens of the scriptures.
$4.95 for $7.50 Fumed or Early
Don't forget our sale on suits and
.r
English broad seat Rocker.
The arraignment of Charles Russell,
overcoats; 331-- per cent off till
Xman. Taichert's Clothing Stove.
charged with disorderly conduct, was
8.u0
$o o to
neal Leather
Adv;
II! given a! continuance of one day today.
Golden Oak Rockers.
The hearing was set to occur this aftWrltinn Daper. Can vou imagine a ernoon before Police Judge Murray at
7 "tM.h,
$9.85 for
PnmM.tail
polished oak Piano
more acceptable alft than a great bla ,the city hall. Upon the request of the
beautiful box of writing paper? Mur defendant,, however, the judge put the ,, ... Bencljes with compartment
'for sheet music.
phey has the most stylish and best case over until tomorrow. Russell Is
in
Adv.
the
in
with
a
charged
quality
city.
acting
disorderly
manner on Railroad avenue on Satur
$1.85 for $6.85 golden oak Tele- The Normal University has installed day night. On this occasion a bunch
CAKE
LEAVE
a new fire alarm system. Instead of of alleged drukuns stacked the thor
the single bell that" formerly was sta- oughfare, overturning wagons, remov
$3.65 for $5.50 Reed Rockers.
tioned outside the president's office ing mortar boxes and smashing win
that you have baked with our
$4.95 for $7.50 Morris Chair.
on the first floor, there are now three dows. Russell was arrested on Wedflour. Else you'll be putting
$8.50 for $14.50 Morris Chair.
th floor of the build- nesday by Chief Coles, on complaint
bells, one on
are
These
ing.
in
chilof
Officer
rung
with
simultaneously
connection
in
the
Murphy,
temptations
i i
i
ru
IV
$32.50 for $50.00 genuine Leath- 1 I U
I
on the this roughbouse.
by an electric switch placed
V wid
dren's
way. For our flour cerer Mahogany
Parlor
first floor.
)
Suite.
AUTO
STAGE
bake
.delldously.
tainly" ;does
All persons who have articles to doAutomobile stage line to Mora triYou'll
$55.00 for $85.00 Genuine Leath- be surprised and delightnate to the Woman's club for distri- weekly. Tuesday, Thursday and Sat1
C
bution
to
the
of
the
er
poor
community urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
Parlor Suite. Worth
ed how easy it is to he a good
on Christmas are requested to leave m.,
Mora 9:45 a, m. Leave
arriving
baker with our flour. Why don't
them at the rest room in the Central Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
'.
or
Mrs.
hotel
A.
Charles
m.
it?
notify
Spless
Fare
for round trip, $5; one way,
you try
Thousands of Other Remarkable
by telephone. Early action la advis- f3.;i Round trip tickets good for one
Christmas Offerings
able.
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the
A

m-i-

NEWS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

:

J.

Bale3

'prominent merchant estimates
between $4,000 and $5,0P0 more money
'will ha snent hera for Christmas pur
chases than was turned loose last LOST Baby's shoe.
238.
year.

the Store except,

CLASSIFY
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LATE
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They
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On everything In

Florida Grape Fruit

up in volume for

vative Bank.

II. YORK
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ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Posh

Rest"

theButton-an- d

THE
GRANDEST

GIFT!

,

Just Received for

Rest B.

ROYAL EASY CHAIRS

...

In order to not

.

tore

STEARNS

For

bal rce

week
Eggs

2jjc

for the holidays

J. C. Johrvsen
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TJnre-nowne-
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will have another carload ship- ped from tI,e factorr' m a few day8Place your order now and get just

III
?

what yU want
Why not give "her" a Ford for
Xmas. Had you thought of that?
A full assortment of parts on hand
efficient
at all times. Also prompt-an-d
.
Ford service.
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or Color in your 1915 Ford?

TILL CHRISTMAS

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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Do you wish Special Equipment
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Las Vegas Roller Mills

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

MAJESTIC

MALLEABLE
RANGES

IRON

An old fashioned
e
is
about at good for cooking as
fire-plac-

At the. Home Of The Best Of Everytiog Eatable

Don't forget to leave your
order here for
XMAS TURKEY
f
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WJC5TIC

bfs. co.
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ST.UUU.

III

H4JCSTIC
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I

CO.
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A

MAJESTIC
MALLEABLE
RANGE,
modern,
will last a lifetime, save toil

time, trouble, worry, repairs and
fuel, give quick, dependable re
suits, hot water In abundance
Easy terms.

Onn.htv Aiwjwr t.hft Rrrt,
THE GRAAF & DAYWABD

o

most of the cheap
"ranges."
They are usually
made to sell not to bake.

LUDWID

Installment

STORE
THE GREAT MAJESTIC

WM.

ILFELD

phone Main 379
In
Furniture an
Everything
Hardware.
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Always Get Our Prices
Before Buyinrj Elsewhere
FREE
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DELIVERY

Dig stock of Toysr

u

Toy Wagons l5o to $2,50 each.
75c to $8.50 each.
Toy
Toy Chairs and Rockers, 35c to

J1

Go-Car-ts

M

I

,

Toy Bicycles, Tricycles and lots
of good things.

Opposite the Y.

M.

J. A.
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$3.50 each.
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